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1. Executive summary
The distribution and consumption of content has changed significantly over the past years, and has taken
different roads for different content types. For example, the shift from physical offline goods to online
digital delivery is transforming the way content is being consumed, especially around music and video.
The main findings from our research into these changes are:
• Over the next three years online copyright infringement is predicted to fall for all content types apart
from e-books.
• The use of ‘peer-to-peer’ (P2P) file downloading to access unauthorised content continues to decline
and is being replaced by content streaming. Social media sites are increasingly being used to identify
sources of this content.
• Content streaming services are making it easier for consumers to access legitimate online content on
a wider range of devices.

Transformation of content distribution and consumption
Digital versions of content are inexpensive to store, allowing the creation of extensive online content
catalogues, which are widening the choice of content available compared to physical stores. The
digitisation of content is also opening up new business models. For example, the lower distribution costs
associated with over the top services is allowing content owners to make their content available at a low
retail price, or even for free if funded by advertising.
The growth of ‘freemium’ and low-cost online subscription models has provided a significant boost to the
consumption of lawful online content. Other factors are also helping accelerate the consumer adoption
and use of these services, including improvements to: the range of content available, how it can be
searched for and found, and the range of devices on which it can be accessed.
Most digital content has large associated file sizes (apart from music). In the past, when Internet access
speeds were relatively low, users had to wait a long time between requesting access to a file and being
able to consume the content. This has changed fundamentally with the wider availability of faster
broadband connections, to both homes and mobile devices, which have allowed almost instant
consumption of online content. Because of this, broadband is progressively becoming the main delivery
means for both lawful and unauthorised online content to consumers.
Given the increasingly wider range of content available, the attractiveness of online content services is
increasingly dependent on consumers being able to find and select content more easily. Lawful services
are achieving this using easy to use interfaces based on integrated indexes and search engines, and
some are now proactively offering recommendations to users. While similar features can be made
available by unauthorised online content services, this is likely to make them more vulnerable to legal
action. This is because streaming and index features usually require some form of centralised content,
which is relatively easy to identify, making it easier for copyright owners to take infringing parties to court.
The trade-off for unauthorised online content services between their ease of use and the likelihood of
legal action being taken against them is helping attract more mainstream consumers to lawful offerings
and/or services as opposed to services offering unauthorised content.
A smaller more technically aware group of users is making use of underground solutions (such as
newsgroups, anonymous encrypted P2P, virtual private networks) to access unauthorised content with a
reduced risk of detection – despite the additional security risks presented by these techniques, both to the
consumer devices and to the identity of users (especially payment identity).
In addition, many copyright holders are protecting their more lucrative, traditional physical distribution
channels by restricting the content available to premium online channels, or to offline channels, and by
limiting the availability of more advanced features (such as usage on multiple devices). However, this
often makes the content more cumbersome to use than traditional physical versions.
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The evolution of unauthorised content piracy
Looking forward, we foresee a shift from underground, complicated (difficult to use) unauthorised content
services to more user-friendly, visible unauthorised content services. This will mean that content piracy,
once an act reserved for geeks and the tech-savvy, will become more accessible to the general public.
In particular, the likes of Google, YouTube and Facebook, hugely popular services through non-piracy
activities, have also become possible channels for piracy. However, piracy on such popular platforms is
also easily recognisable by copyright holders, who are asking such sites to take action; in the main the
sites comply, not wishing to be associated with such unauthorised activity.
Figure 1:

The evolution of piracy

Summarised below are the emerging trends in the online distribution of both legitimate and
illegitimate content for different content types.

Music
• The use of physical music CDs continues to decline, with DRM-free digital music file formats enabling
fast online downloads and portability between different consumer devices.
• The use of P2P to download unauthorised copies of music is also in decline, with the increasing
attractiveness of free and/or low-cost lawful services such as Spotify, iTunes and YouTube providing
access to wide content catalogues. Given this, the proportion of unauthorised online music
consumed is set to fall from 35% in 2012 to less than 10% by 2018.
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Figure 2:

Consumption of online lawful and unauthorised content for music (in millions – per year - UK)
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Film/video
• The use of physical film and video DVD formats continues to decline, but to a lesser extent than
music.
• Low-cost, subscription video-on-demand (VoD) services are becoming increasingly popular. However,
these services are generally less attractive than music content because of:
 DRM restrictions: these make it more difficult to access and copy content to different devices.
Attempts to create a DRM approach that is transparent to the legitimate user, such as UltraViolet,
have so far failed to deliver on their promise.
 Incomplete content catalogues: popular subscription video services such as Netflix do not provide
complete content catalogues, and offer content which is usually more than three years old.
• The increasing use of streaming VoD services is creating a shift away from P2P file sharing for
unauthorised content, towards an approach where the login details for subscription VoD services are
shared unlawfully with other users. This is set to become the dominant form of online video copyright
infringement over the next three years.
• Illegitimate VoD services such as Megavideo have attempted to replicate the ease of use of
subscription VoD services, using more advanced user interfaces such as that provided by PopCorn
Time (often described as ‘Netflix for pirates’). However, successful legal action has led to the closure
of many of these services.
• Many of the indexing sites to unauthorised content are being blocked by court orders, and those
seeking access to unauthorised content are making greater use of social media networks to find links
to live unauthorised content, such as football.
• While the consumption of legitimate online video services is set to increase over the next three years,
constraints on the consumer appeal of these services and growth in the unauthorised sharing of logon
details to legitimate services means that the number of illegally consumed video files is expected
to remain broadly constant over the next three years.
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Figure 3:
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E-books
• Physical books remain the preferred consumer means of accessing and reading books, and growth in
the legitimate e-book market remains relatively flat.
• The unauthorised online distribution of ebooks continues to grow, and anti-piracy measures have only
recently started to target e-books.
• Authorised e-book services do offer some consumer advantages over illegitimate services: most
illegitimate services provide only PDF copies, which are not optimised for reading on portable devices,
and do not support features such as: synchronisation, bookmark, comments, integrated dictionary, etc.
• E-books represent the only content type where piracy is expected to increase over the next
three years. The main reason for this is the limited appeal of the legitimate e-book service offer:
 Range of content: subscription based e-book services have been the main driver for growth in the ebook market, but they offer only limited catalogues and relatively few recent titles.
 Pricing: the price for accessing more recent books on Amazon Kindle or Apple iBooks is relatively
high, and represents only a moderate discount compared to physical books.
Figure 4:

Consumption of online lawful and unauthorised content for ebooks (in million – per year - UK)
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Video games
• The video games sector ranges from high-value console based games to simple online games such
as Candy Crush.
• Most consumers would find it hard to illegitimately use simpler games available on Appstores for
smartphones and tablets. This has led to a general increase in the volume of lawful online game use.
• The piracy of more expensive advanced games (referred to as AAA), such as World of Warcraft,
continues to remain a relatively small, niche activity. Here, a pirated copy of the game is used on the
user’s own hardware. These copies are not compatible with the original game, making them
unattractive for many users (especially dedicated users), as social features such as communication,
multiplayer and ranking are not supported.
• Video game piracy is already at a relatively low level, and is expected to reduce further in the
future.
Figure 5:

Consumption of online lawful and unauthorised content for video games (in millions – per year
- UK)
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Software 1
• Consumption of software is highly influenced by the development of freemium and/or substitutive
lawful software (open source, advertising-funded), as well as new devices such as smartphones and
tablets with integrated appstores.
• Piracy is more complicated on smartphones than on a PC, due to the closed nature of operating
systems and appstores. Access to pirated applications is not available to the average user and poses
risks to the general functioning of the device, as well as potentially introducing viruses or malware.
These factors deter most users.
• Piracy is still at a high level for software, essentially on the PC, but will decline over time due to
the growing popularity of the new devices.

1

On PCs (graphics packages, Office package software, Video Editing) and Mobile device apps (games)
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Figure 6:

Consumption of online lawful and unauthorised content for software (in million – per year - UK)
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2. Introduction
This report presents the key findings of a study by IDATE commissioned by Ofcom. It addresses the
change in the distribution, discovery and consumption of lawful and unauthorised online content, through
a better understanding of the relevant associated technologies and their impacts.
It addresses specifically both the challenges and barriers to develop an attractive lawful service, which
are facing business models and technical limits, which may encourage users to turn to infringing
activities. It also addresses the steps taken by right holders to limit piracy and their real impact as these
steps may be circumvented. The resulting arms race may indeed reduce the attractiveness of
unauthorised solutions.

2.1. Evolution of lawful content offerings
Over the last decade, the music, the video and lately the book industries have undergone the
digitalization of their supply and distribution chain. This process of digitalization includes:
• the introduction of new online distribution channels based on original business models;
• the shift in consumption from physical formats and linear media to new on demand services;
• the redefinition of the competitive environment with the appearance of OTT newcomers;
• the surge of a new web based form of content piracy.
The transition from the physical/analog markets to the online digital markets mostly contributed to value
destruction on the end-market because of lower price positioning. Piracy practice increased with
digitalization and the shift from material to immaterial distribution. Even digital native industries are
touched.
Piracy can be addressed through several ways. The first option is the development of an attractive
legal offering, in terms of price positioning, but also of user experience (user interface, device
compatibility, etc.) and size and quality of content catalogue. This is not always the case yet, but
subscription based offerings for video or music has shown strong growth in the recent years, whereas
sales per unit for both types of content have little traction.
Figure 7:

Compared evolutions of SVOD and audio streaming services subscribers bases and sales
volume sales of digital copies of music and video titles UK, 2010-2015
(Million subscribers; million transactions)
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However, the attractiveness of legal offerings cannot be expressed as widely in all content and software
industries. Issues of chronologic exclusivity, rights retention and channel discrimination by rights owners
can be a barrier.
As an example, both exclusive distribution agreements and inter-professional conventions draw a fairly
stable succession of release windows applying to films and to a lesser extent to TV programs. The
succession of windows, initially designed to maximize revenues in time, also enhances the attractiveness
of illegal offers, because of content availability.
Piracy is an especially attractive option for consumers because certain content is unavailable between
two release windows. A TV series episode broadcast on a free TV channel may not be available on any
platform for several months after the linear broadcast and catch-up period has passed.
The gap between the various release windows for feature films is also conducive to illegal practices. The
majority of revenue from cinema films and video on physical media comes from the first weeks of release.
90% of revenues from theatrical releases are generated during the first three weeks and 90% of revenues
from DVD and Blu-ray come within the first month and a half. Similarly, multicasting of an exclusive first
release of a film on a premium television channel usually extends over a month, excluding repeat
showings. The residual time gap between the end of these lucrative periods and the beginning of the next
legal release window constitutes a kind of exclusive window for piracy.
This observation also applies to eBook distribution. The windowing system only applies in the ebook
industry. It determines a hierarchy between ebook stores (where recent titles are sold) and online libraries
(which only concern older titles).
A detailed description of relations between rights owners and publishers applying to all content and
software markets covered as well as definitions of the main online business models can be found in
section 4.
Figure 8:

Distribution of the consumption of content over the two first years of exploitation

Source: IDATE, Physical Video vs. VOD, December 2013

Beyond the obvious price difference compared to legal solutions, piracy solutions can prove more
attractive in regard to several features: content catalogue (in terms of size and availability of recent
content), capacity to use across a large number of devices and formats, and sometimes easier to use.
The development of attractive legal offerings can nonetheless be enhanced and such services can
become very competitive, as seen with the development of Netflix or Spotify, thus influencing the usage
of illegal solutions. A detailed analysis of the attractiveness of legal offerings is presented in section 4.
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2.2. Enforcement options against unauthorised content solutions
Another option to fight piracy is strict enforcement of copyrights laws, with, if necessary, actions
against infringers, both end-users and website owners in charge of content discovery and/or
delivery (some stakeholders also suggest a “follow the money” approach to tackle players involved in
advertising or payment). This generally leads to some form of arms race, with infringers taking measures
to avoid detection through various circumvention techniques that are not really scalable or adopted by the
mass market, on the whole. The arms race and techniques will be addressed in more detail in section 5.
Development of specific actions around both lawful and unauthorised content could therefore lead to a
decrease in the level of piracy.
Concerning the overall policy approach to copyright infringement, we can see two main models based on
either common law or civil law, as detailed below:
• In Common Law countries (like the UK or USA), legal frameworks remain minimal. Lawsuits are
initiated by right-holders and/or publishers, and commonly grouped as national associations. The
focus is set on recovering commercial loss by suing providers of commercial scale services used in
infringing activities, and secondly on limiting the spread of illegal usage.
• In most Civil Law countries (like France or Germany), specific laws are passed, sometimes involving
the creation of a dedicated regulation body. The main objectives are to limit personal illegal uses and
to provide legal support to right-holders. An example of this is HADOPI in France, an anti-piracy unit
set up in 2009 mainly to monitor peer-to-peer platforms and supervise the French three-strike
procedure. Initially it had the power to suspend Internet access to repeat infringers, although this was
revoked in 2013; still, HADOPI maintains the power to set fines and other sanctions.
While this provides an overall view of how copyright is defined and the main focus of antipiracy laws in
the two legal traditions, the actual policies adopted to counter unauthorised content consumption differ
from one country to another; measures to combat copyright infringement are being rolled out very much
on a country basis.
Such legal measures and sanctions mainly differ in regard to whether the infringement occurs on a
personal or on a commercial scale.
• On a personal scale, sanctions aim at prohibiting the continuation of the infringement through limitative
and/or educative sanctions;
• On a commercial scale, legal proceedings can be brought by right holders before judicial authorities,
that can be civil or criminal courts, to claim financial compensation or, in the most extreme cases, the
closure or banning of the infringing website.

2.3. Contents of this report
Section 3 starts by presenting the primary techniques already used for content discovery and
consumption of unauthorised content. This section emphasizes ease of use, which is a key criterion for
users in arbitrating between the two types of content. It then focuses on unauthorised content and the
arms race between right holders/government authorities and infringers (both individual users and
providers of content or links). This section assesses the likely evolution of this arms race and the direct
impacts on the usage of infringed content. If the solutions used to access/consume unauthorised content
become more cumbersome or underground, this would have a distinct limiting effect on piracy.
Section 4 focuses on the lawful content and its main barriers for development, including technical
considerations. This section assesses how attractive legal offers with lawful content have been in the past
and will be in the future, which may deter users from unauthorised content.
Section 5 estimates the volume of content consumed using the different techniques with a view of the
evolution over the past three years and a forecast of usage in the next three years.
The appendix provides further detailed explanations for all sections.
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3. Attractiveness of unauthorised content
This chapter provides an overview of the main techniques used to discover and consume mainly illegal
contents (and also legal contents if the technique can be used for both cases). It gives insight into the
popularity of current and emerging techniques around content, with a specific focus on the ease of use of
such solutions. The latter half of this chapter looks at the main approaches that have been taken by
industry players and authorities to prevent the development of unauthorised content, together with how
pirates then try to evade such players.

3.1. Anatomy of online content solutions
All online content systems (legal or illegal) are based on the following three main components, which may
rely on different players and architectures (that are more or less centralised). Decentralisation of the
architecture is generally used to hide from detection mechanisms and/or provide a more effective
delivery solution (more scalable, less expensive by using resources from consumers).
The three main components are the following:
• Indexing or Discovery of content. This step is about finding the availability of a given content on the
system. It generally involves specific index repositories or search engines giving access to links to the
contents. It may or may not be integrated into the software or website used to operate the steps
described below. Indexes store only links but not the actual content. There are major differences
regarding this step between legal and illegal solutions: It is often integrated for lawful content,
through an internal search engine and often recommendation mechanisms (using Big Data or more
traditional analytics tools), while it is often a standalone offering for piracy solutions, like link
generators for streaming services or torrent indexes. The indexes generally give indications on where
to connect further to get the content (either an intermediate server or the content host).
• Proxying or Discovery of resources. This step is about finding the right connections/sources to
transfer the contents. It is not always necessary as the indexing step may allow a direct connection to
the content host. It is generally used only for infringing contents, especially in P2P solutions. Some
piracy techniques involve specific mechanisms like trackers for BitTorrent, which involve first
connecting to a server and then to the relevant sources. This step can be combined with the following
one and seen as a pre-connection solution for content transfer.
• Hosting or Transfer of contents. This step is about connecting to the content host, which has a real
copy of the content, (which can be websites or peers) and transferring the resources.
In the case of a piracy system, there can therefore be at least three major elements to take into account.
The pirate connects to the index to find contents of interest, and then connects to the connection
mechanism to look for peers with whom to exchange files. The pirate then connects to the host(s) to
actually retrieve the file.
A fourth element needs to be considered, namely the user interface. Even if this does not impact the
delivery of the content itself, it has a big influence in terms of adoption of solutions. Many first or second
generation piracy techniques (such as Gnutella and eDonkey; see appendix for details) are underground
by design or very cumbersome to use, at the discovery stage or delivery stage, making them difficult to
use for the average user.
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3.2. Main unauthorised content discovery and indexing techniques
Historically, the discovery of content has mainly involved the use of (underground) indexes, displaying
links to appropriate content. Indeed, the discovery of content almost always implies some form of link to
find the content and initiate the transfer. These indexes tend to be independent from the
software/applications used to consume the content and are therefore referred as external indexes. Pirates
therefore turned to specific external indexes of links, mostly available to the wider public but generally
used by advanced users. These external solutions were very centralised and specific to piracy, making it
easier for copyright holders to go after them in court and have the services shutdown.
Piracy then went more mainstream, increasingly relying on non-specific services which are easier to use
(as mass users already use them for other purposes) and which are harder to stop, as the main service
provided (not related to piracy) is still legal. Indeed only certain specific parts need to be blocked.
Traditional search engines are increasingly used by mass users to find illegal content, often from external
indexes but also from many other (nonspecific) services. Any service that allows the exchange of links
can indeed be used, such as social networks or bulletin boards/forums. Messaging applications such as
WhatsApp can also be used, although since such applications are based on exchanges within closed
groups, discovery of contents is harder for external users. Such applications have not been designed
for content sharing and consumption.
Today, search engines still appear to be the main means for mass users to find unauthorised content,
often in combination with external indexes. With initiatives from major stakeholders, filtering in results it is
harder to identify the links. Social media has gradually captured a lot of the time spent by users on the
Internet and expanded to all types of usage (communication, games, commerce). Hence it has also
become an alternative for mass users to identify content, while advanced users focus on more
underground solutions.

3.2.1. Search engines
Search engines, one of the most popular and easy-to-use services on the web and one of the reference
tools to find content in general, remain a popular way of indirectly accessing infringing content, as shown
in the figure below.
Figure 9:

Use of search engine for pirating

Source: Digital Entertainment Survey 2013 (base: 723 pirates), Wiggin (www.des2013.co.uk)
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In response to pressure from the entertainment industry, in 2014, Google announced changes to its
search algorithm so that illegal websites would appear lower in Google search results and users would be
directed towards alternative sites, promoted on the site, but which have to pay Google for placement.
2
According to the Technology Policy Institute , a study was carried out to determine whether the
prominence of pirate and legal sites in search results impact consumers’ choices for infringing versus
legal content. The study’s results suggest that changing the prominence of pirate and legal links
has a strong impact on user choices: users are more likely to consume legally (and less likely to
infringe copyright) when legal content is more prominent in the search results. Users are more likely to
consume pirate content when pirate content is more prominent in the search results. Furthermore, the
study also found that users whose initial search terms indicate an intention to consume pirated content
are more likely to use legal channels when pirated content is harder to find in the search results.
Google also has a dedicated website, https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/, which aims to
“disclose the number of requests we receive from copyright owners and governments to remove
th
information from our services”. As of 27 August 2015, Google had received removal requests for over 55
million URLs and over 80,000 specific domains, from almost 6,000 copyright owners and 2,700 reporting
organizations.

3.2.2. Social media
There are other easy-to-use and popular non-piracy specific services that can be used to find content on
a large scale. The most obvious ones are social media services, which have progressively become the
main way of browsing the web for many users for all their online activities (and therefore both lawful and
unauthorised content).
Social media such as Facebook and Twitter are by nature tools for sharing content, and thus can act as
an instantaneous means of distributing content and/or links to content, lawful or unauthorised. The
moment a user “posts” or “tweets” a content, either directly or indirectly (such as a link to the content), the
content is shared and discovered by the potentially hundreds of friends, this figure ballooning rapidly with
further “likes” and “retweets”.
It is also very easy to share content from the content website (like YouTube). The end user just needs to
click on the “share” button of the service and then click on the logo of the social network he wants to
share through.
Of course, social media platforms were not initially created as a solution for piracy, and the main usage of
social media remains a means for sharing information and staying connected. Still, the reality is that it can
also be used for illegal content consumption purposes. Social media as a means of piracy is now also
being acknowledged by the US Office. The US Trade Representative (USTR) has been publishing a
name-and-shame list since 2006 of “Notorious Markets” that offer access to pirated and counterfeit
goods, and in the 2014 report (released March 2015), the Russian social networking site VK.com had
3
been included .

Social networks as a tool for discovery of content
According to Viaccess-Orca, in a study on the role of social media in illegal live streaming, during the
2014World Cup in Brazil there were a total of 20 million viewers on illegal websites during the entire
4
event . To discover the illegal sites, traditional Google searches were typically fairly ineffective in
identifying indexing sites since only the most popular websites appear in the first results. However, many
Facebook and Twitter pages can easily be identified as a source of content in a Google search, enabling
a significant number of links to be found. In fact, Facebook was the fifth most popular indexing site during
the event according to Viaccess-Orca.
Facebook pages acting as an indexing site may include an application inside their pages that embeds a
streaming player. In this case, consumers are usually required to “like” the page in order to watch the
content stream. Otherwise, direct links to P2P services and streaming sites may be included in the
Facebook page. These sites often mention that the links they provide are readily available on the Internet
and that they have simply collected them, which means that they are not responsible for the contents of
the links (i.e. the illegal activities). Facebook pages may list only links to a specific content or several links
like indexes (see next sections), or even links to other sites listing links themselves. They can be found
through the internal search engine or through external search engines like Google.
2

http://www.techpolicyinstitute.org/blog/2014/09/search-impact-on-piracy/

3

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/2014%20Notorious%20Markets%20List%20-%20Published_0.pdf

4

http://www.viaccess-orca.com/what-s-new/pr/581-viaccess-orca-tracks-illegal-streaming-during-major-football-event.html
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In conclusion, in IDATE’s view, social networks may provide a more effective and complete
discovery channel compared to conventional search engines (see figure below as an example).
Once consumers know which Facebook pages and/or Twitter accounts to visit, they can “like” these
pages and/or “follow” these accounts to discover contents directly, making search engines less needed.
That is to say while a standard search engine will search the entire Web, a search within a dedicated
social network page will provide more concise results.
It should be noted that links on social networks often tend to be inactive (for non-recent content), as
there is limited maintenance on links on these pages, which can only be modified by the page owner,
contrary to indexes; still, other users can post comments on outdated pages, redirecting users to more
recent and up to date content sites. Other users can only comment those pages and many external
indexes try to use these pages to promote their services.
Figure 10:

Facebook page acting as an indexing site, with links to streaming sites

Source: Facebook, with IDATE comments
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Figure 11:

The Pirate Bay Twitter account, providing information on various ways to pirate (not
necessarily through TPB)

Source: Twitter (The Pirate Bay account)

3.2.3. External index repositories
External index repositories are listings of links and equivalent mechanisms (like torrents). They are
generally available through a third party website. As mentioned earlier, they represent the historical
approach to identify links to content and are still intensively used by advanced users (directly or through
search engines despite Google’s efforts).
Taking BitTorrent as an example, a “.torrent” file is required to download content available through
BitTorrent. There are various dedicated websites, or external index repositories, listing such torrents.
Cyberlockers, encrypted cloud services (like Mega) users or illegal streaming users also have to get a link
to the content storage, usually on a website.
These websites often integrate an internal search engine (search is restricted to links stored on the server
website, not the entire web) in addition to storing Torrent files, Magnet links, Mega links or other ways to
get content (links toward streaming or download platforms). In IDATE’s view, The Pirate Bay (TPB) is the
5
best-known torrent site, but there are many other common sites such as KickAssTorrents and YTS (also
known as YIFY), as well as sites such as Torrentz, which does not host any torrent files but redirects
visitors to other places on the web. The majority of torrent indexing websites are owned and
managed by a single webmaster or by a small community of web users. Most display advertising
(generally related to borderline activities) primarily to cover hosting costs, raising concerns about potential
security/malware threats (see section on risks).
The figure below outlines the steps to discovering torrents for the movie Frozen, through the website
Torrentz.eu, which leads to the YTS site containing the required torrent file.

5

YTS has shut down since mid-October 2015, following legal pressure from MPAA
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Figure 12:

Steps to discovering torrent file through external indexes

Source: IDATE

As can be seen from the figure above, in IDATE’s view, the operation can be quite cumbersome for mass
users (a variety of potential links for the user to choose from, with most associated information related to
technical characteristics like resolution or codec), and therefore the barrier of use can be seen as fairly
high for mass users (but rather low for other users). Furthermore, there are many such indexing sites,
adding to the confusion for mass users. Nonetheless, there are various indications (like the number of
active sharers or downloaders of a given content) that help users to decide whether the link is working
properly, even if this requires some technical knowledge. This makes it more efficient than social media
for content discovery, at least for older content.
Nevertheless, external indexes are quite popular (YTS was listed by the USA among the top 1000
websites ranked by Alexa) with plenty of providers of such services. These services are indeed quite
cheap to provide, as providers only host the links and the interface is rather rudimentary. Such
external indexes are often subject to lawsuits and court orders, being pressured to close down, but this
remains very much a cat and mouse process, as creating new indexes is easy. Details can be found in
chapter 5.

3.2.4. Internal indexes
To avoid the complications of finding active links from active external indexes, some solutions are trying
to integrate the internal indexes, as for for lawful offerings, to provide a better user experience.
Internal indexing systems are accessible from the software client (i.e. whereas external indexes require
users to go outside of the software client for the indexing process, internal indexes do this internally).
Typically, techniques such as Distributed Hash Table (DHT), Peer Exchange protocol (PEX) and magnet
links are used, as explained in detail in the appendix.
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From the average user perspective (i.e. not concerned by technological functions), a user wanting to
download contents through BitTorrent would not have to access external index repositories which require
users to download .torrent files, but would simply click on a magnet link to download the contents without
having to download the .torrent file, while still using the same BitTorrent software client. Users can simply
copy and paste the magnet link onto social media or instant messages, and by clicking on it the contents
are downloaded. Magnet links are actually not “links” but rather a metadata containing at least the content
ID. It is not a hyperlink or a link toward a webpage or a server. A magnet link looks like:
magnet:?xt=urn:btih:f105dd901e63e3319c2b259b055fbb6e08a65ab5&dn=Star+Wars%3A+Episode+I++
The+Phantom+Menace+%281999%29+1080p+BrRip+x26&tr=udp%3A%2F%2Ftracker.openbittorrent.co
m%3A80&tr=udp%3A%2F%2Ftracker.publicbt.com%3A80&tr=udp%3A%2F%2Ftracker.istole.it%3A6969
&tr=udp%3A%2F%2Ftracker.ccc.de%3A80
As in the figure below, upon accessing an indexing website (in this example YTS), the user may have the
choice between downloading a .torrent file or clicking on a magnet link:
Figure 13:

Choice of .torrent file or magnet link to download contents

Source: YTS, with IDATE comments

Naturally it is easier for the downloader to choose a magnet link, since fewer steps are involved (the
BitTorrent client recognises the magnet link and download starts automatically from there). The use of
internal indexes has remained limited and tends to complement traditional P2P solutions, as it
requires specific settings (too complex for mass users).
Nonetheless, their use has increased with some emerging solutions like PopCorn and Kodi (see next
section). For providers of such solutions, ease of use helps to attract more users. Nonetheless, it also
makes them a bigger target for copyright holders. Although transfer protocols (and associated
software) are not per se infringing activities (as DVRs, they may be used for legitimate purposes), they
become so if internal indexes are integrated within the software. They provide additional centralisation (no
solution for indexing is really decentralised) to the delivery system, making it an easier target for
prosecution.
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3.2.5. Other mechanisms for content discovery
Other mechanisms like messaging applications and bulletin boards also have easy-to-use interfaces and
are sometimes intensively used for infringing content, but have limited impact overall for mass users, as
they rely on closed groups. Detection of infringing activity is therefore almost impossible, but discovery of
content is also very limited.

Messaging applications
In a similar way to social media, messaging applications can be used to transfer links to, for example,
indexing sites or sites containing the contents themselves. It is less open compared to social media, as
generally the conversations are one to one, or small group chats at most. E-mails can also be thought of
in a similar way. WhatsApp acquired by Facebook in 2014 is the leader of messaging apps with a
reported 900 million monthly active users as of September 2015, with China based WeChat in second
place with 600 million monthly users as of June 2015.
It is also interesting to note that there are messaging applications available with a “self-destruct” feature,
that is to say the message is destroyed upon the recipient receiving the message. This could potentially
be used in conjunction with illegal sharing, destroying the message to leave no trace of the illegal activity.
For example Confide is a messaging application which is only readable a few words at a time, with the
message disappearing forever once the message is closed or replied to. Released in 2014, it announced
a desktop version in August 2015.
It is somewhat unclear whether such solutions are used significantly for piracy for now.

Bulletin boards and forums
In a similar way to social media and messages, bulletin boards and forums can also be used to exchange
links leading to content. There are forums dedicated to providing links to unauthorised content torrents,
such as the IT’s Torrent forum below.
Figure 14:

IT’s Torrent forum

Source: IT’s Torrent

In general, such services tend to be easier to use than indexes, as the content is classified and properly
organised. An internal search engine may help to find the content more easily. But, in IDATE’s view, this
type of solution is often closed or semi-closed (not accessible to mass users) to prevent anti-piracy
agency activities.
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3.2.6. Synthesis of content discovery techniques
The first thing to note is that the content discovery phase is virtually always free. Solutions that have
become very much part of our daily lives, i.e. search engines, social media and messaging applications
have fairly strong potential to be used for illegal activities, even if they are used for legitimate
purposes most of the time.
Solutions primarily designed for unauthorised content, i.e. indexes (both external and internal) and forums
require a little more knowledge to access and discover, although in IDATE’s view they are not exactly
“hard” to find should users actively look for them.
While search is and will likely remain a major source of content discovery, its relative share is likely to
decline, due to Google’s new policies. External indexes are likely to remain major sources of content
discovery in IDATE’s opinion, at least for advanced users, even if enforcement in the UK will make
them harder to use. Blocked indexes are easy to replicate but the new indexes that will replace them
generally have a smaller content catalogue and it will take time to get similar audiences. Internal indexes
are easier to use and can even replicate the user experience of lawful offerings, but are also more
subject to prosecution, as they are easier to identify by anti-piracy activities.
Social media is the major disruption of the recent years and the biggest potential upset for
discovery tools, especially for mass users, as an alternative to search. Social media is somewhere
between search (large access) and external indexes (very focused). Having said that, the quality of
content links is relatively limited (due to the lack of centralisation), with many inactive links, except for
recent content (last TV episode, live sports), which still represents a huge part of the content consumed
illegally. Stricter policies are likely to be implemented in the future by leading players (just as Google has
done for the search engine), but their impact for content discovery is likely to remain moderate.

3.3. Main unauthorised content consumption techniques
After finding links to initiate the transfer of content, users can consume the content, with different options
for transfer, storage and presentation. Content consumption techniques can be distinguished according to
three main characteristics:
• Delivery mode, which is the way the content is delivered from content host to user. The main options,
detailed below, include streaming, downloading and P2P, especially BitTorrent.
• Storage mode, which is the way the content is stored/hosted. Apart from P2P using local consumer
physical resources and devices, most solutions rely on the cloud (i.e. storage on remote servers).
Cloud-based storage is often used as an alternative for content transfer between devices and is
further analysed in the lawful section (section 4).
• Interface, which is the way the content is presented to the user. Advanced user interfaces can help to
use (and hide) complex mechanisms for delivery or storage without requiring advanced skills by
putting all operations (discovery, proxying, transfer, storage) in the background. There is often an
association of interface and delivery mode (like 1-click to play for streaming).
Some solutions offer hybrid approaches with different delivery and/or storage modes, with
additional interfaces to provide more consumer-friendly solutions. Typical solutions emerging are
applications like Kodi and PopCorn Time, presented below.

3.3.1. Main delivery modes for illegal consumption
Historically, unauthorised consumption has essentially gone through P2P, which allows optimisation of
content delivery in a context of limited bandwidth resources. With the progressive rise of broadband
speeds and adoption of mobile connectivity and the legal actions taken by copyright holders against P2P
exposing peers, users of unauthorised solutions have gradually adopted alternative solutions relying on
download or in most cases streaming, the easier solution for mass users when cheap always-on
connectivity is available.
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Streaming
This is based on the client-server architecture: the content is stored on a server in the cloud; the user
sends a request to the server (direct exchange with a server) and in response, the content is almost
instantly consumed and presented while being delivered in the relevant format (including DRM, relevant
bitrate, etc.) through the Internet to the user. Finally, the content is consumed (played) on a specific
software player as long as it is being delivered.
This delivery technique is widely used for popular lawful services such as YouTube and Netflix and
also in some illegal services like Megavideo in the past or many live sports. Nevertheless, it has to be
connected and have a high bandwidth Internet connection: (the user speed connection (in Mbps) must be
higher than the encoding bitrate of the content (referring to content quality/resolution, also expressed in
Mbps)). Solutions to distribute illegal content through streaming delivery are not very different to
distributing lawful or unauthorised contents, due to their instant consumption nature. The main difference
is essentially in the interface, which is often a bit cleaner for lawful offerings (less advertising). In both
cases, the consumption interface is generally a streaming player embedded in the web page.

Download
This technique is also based on a client-server architecture, but unlike the streaming solution, there are
no technical delivery constraints as the content is seen as a file (from the network perspective, the
content is seen as a file to carry from point A to point B, like for a Word file or a PDF file, not as a stream
like in the previous case). But it can only be played and consumed once it is 100% received. For
illegal downloads it is used for direct download solutions (a.k.a cyberlockers). If the encoding bit rate is
big, the time requested to download and use the content increases. Once the content has been
downloaded, it can be consumed through a software client or media player (like iTunes or VLC) at any
time.

Peer-To-Peer (P2P)
This solution is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or workloads between peers
or users. Peers are both suppliers and consumers of resources, sharing content with other peers
connected to the same group of peers. Like for download, once the content is available, it can be
consumed at any time. Nevertheless, to be a peer requires installing a piece of software, as it works with
a specific protocol client. A well-known protocol is the BitTorrent protocol, the most used solution for P2P.
While not limited to infringing contents, this technique is massively used for illegal content sharing
services by advanced users and is described below.
According to Tru Optik, as of October 2014 P2P sharing had a monthly audience of over 300 million
6
users, sharing over 4 billion files in 2014 . The last official figure to be given by BitTorrent itself was in
January 2012, when they announced they had reached 150 million monthly users (for BitTorrent and
uTorrent combined). At the same time, Sandvine reports that BitTorrent’s share of total Internet
traffic during peak hours is going down and hit a new low in 2015 when it dropped below 10% for
7
the first time, with services such as YouTube and Netflix taking over the traffic .
P2P is still one of the most used techniques for distributing and accessing unauthorised copies of content
online, especially for file sharing. It has a long history, starting with Napster, moving to Gnutella, eDonkey
and Kad Networks before essentially settling on BitTorrent as we see today (details on previous
generations of P2P solutions can be found in appendix).
BitTorrent is designed around connecting peers and exchanging resources for a specific content file. With
BitTorrent, peers look first for specific content then connect to a non-generic tracker, in charge of
that specific content, before exchanging with relevant peers.

Synthesis
For mass users, streaming has become the easiest solution for consumption for both unauthorised and
lawful content, as seen with the success of YouTube or Netflix. Content can be used instantly and this
approach solves the need for transfer content. Download and P2P are alternatives for more complex
usages, often operated offline, especially when involving transfer between devices.

6

http://truoptik.com/distribution-and-monetization_blog-post

7

https://torrentfreak.com/bittorrent-traffic-share-drops-to-new-low-150918/
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Table 1:
Techniques
Streaming

Download

P2P

Comparison of delivery techniques
Pros
Instant use (just press “play” button)
Ideal for live content delivery
More secure (no local content storage or only
temporary)
No need to transfer content between devices
No real technical connection requirement (the
content is seen as a traditional file)
No need for connection after completion of content
delivery
No real technical connection requirement (the
content is seen as a traditional file)
No need for connection after completion of content
delivery

Cons
(High bandwidth) connection requirement
(especially for video services)

No consumption before end of download
Not designed for live content
Consumption between different devices
may be difficult
Require software download
Consumption between different devices
may be difficult

Source: IDATE

3.3.2. Emerging solutions
Unauthorised solutions are increasingly adopting the best features of lawful offerings to replicate the user
experience. The focus is generally on integrating indexes and user interfaces. New implementation
techniques are now available, mainly by mixing the interface generally associated with one delivery
technique with another delivery technique. Some services are based on a technical P2P distribution
whereas the user interface looks like a pure streaming platform like PopCorn Time, which has rapidly
gained popularity. Conversely, some services need to download a piece of software whereas content
distribution is based on pure streaming to allow consumption on multiple devices. To illustrate this, here
are 2 examples of 2 different innovative solutions that have gained significant traction and coverage.

Popcorn Time
Popcorn Time software offers P2P streaming in an easy-to-use Netflix-style interface, as shown on the
figure below. Popcorn Time is the result of many developers and designers putting a bunch of APIs
together to make the experience of “watching torrent movies as simple as possible”.
History
Historically, Popcorn Time was developed "in a couple of weeks" by a group of developers from Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Popcorn Time used sequential downloading to play copies of films listed by the website
yts.to (earlier yify-torrents.com and yts.re), also known as YIFY (although other trackers can be added
and used manually).
8
After increasing popularity , the program was abruptly taken down by its original developers on
March 14, 2014 due to pressure from the MPAA, which was to be followed by YTS in October 2015.
The computer source code and application for Pop Corn Time has been further developed by a new team
9
of software developers .
Due to its open source nature, the project was quickly picked up by others. This resulted in several
popular forks that have each developed their own features, with most releasing their source code in
public. Over the past several months there has been some competition between the various forks.
Several spin–offs have claimed the name “Popcorn Time” but thus far none have been endorsed in any
way by the original team.
After the original developers discontinued the program, a couple of teams forked the original Popcorn
Time source code and continued development independently.

8

http://www.businessinsider.com/is-popcorn-time-illegal-2014-4?IR=T

9

Since then, Popcorn Time has been “forked9” by several other development teams to maintain the program and produce new
features. Nevertheless, in early August 2015, the developers of the original Popcorn Time had members join the popcorntime.io
project, and endorsed this as the successor to the discontinued old Popcorn Time
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• Popcorn-Time.se: this fork was originally launched with the web domain at time4popcorn.eu. After a
short suspension (Time4popcorn.eu had its domain name suspended by the EURid registry), the
website was quickly relocated to the new domain popcorn-time.se to provide more protection to its
users (primarily those in Germany who received legal threats for using the software), this fork
encrypted its BitTorrent traffic and also added the option to enable a VPN service helping them in the
mystification of their identity.
• Popcorn-Time.io: a free and open source fork of the original Popcorn Time program. In mid-2014, this
fork included a free VPN option in its software, allowing users to hide their IP-addresses from the
public. This feature is a response to copyright trolls, who regularly send settlement requests to users
10
who pirate movies via BitTorrent. It has been down since October 2015.
Figure 15:

Operating principles of Popcorn Time

Source: IDATE

The Popcorn Time interface presented thumbnails and film titles in a manner similar to Netflix.
This list of content can be searched and browsed by genres or categories. When a user clicked on one of
the titles, the film was downloaded via the BitTorrent protocol. As with other BitTorrent clients, as soon as
Popcorn Time started to download a film, it also started to share the downloaded content with other users
(in technical terms, it seeded the torrent to others in the BitTorrent swarm). It continued to make the
downloaded content available to others until the movie was deleted.
Legal issues
In the UK a court order was issued in April 2015 to ISPs to block URLs that provided either the
Popcorn Time application software (PTAS) or "sources of update information" (SUI) – i.e. pointers
to torrent-indexing sites. Nevertheless, Popcorn Time encourages users to get around this issue by
setting up a proxy.
This service is also under the spotlight in the US. Indeed, a report published in late 2014 by the United
States Trade Representative listed the world's largest BitTorrent sites and cyberlockers as some of the
most problematic copyright infringers in the world. Popcorn Time and its derivatives are also mentioned,
with the former's creation blamed on YIFY/YTS. Domain name registrars are also placed under the
spotlight.
Main updates need to be downloaded by users manually, nothing is really automatic. In June 2015,
Watdafox, one of the developers working on PopCorn Time, announced that a "legal" version may
emerge, based on a crowdfunding platform.
10

http://www.theverge.com/2015/10/26/9614354/popcorn-time-io-fork-down
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Kodi
Kodi is a free and open source (GPL) software media center. It was developed and is now operated by
the XBMC Foundation, which is a non-profit technology consortium, registered in the US. Originally, the
software was an independently developed media player application named Xbox Media Center
(abbreviated as XBMC) for the first-generation Xbox game console, and was later made available under
the name Kodi as a native application for various OSs.
Kodi uses a P2P-like interface but the content is delivered through a streaming technique. In that
sense, Kodi is the reverse concept of Popcorn Time. Kodi features several open APIs to enable thirdparty developers to create capabilities which extend Kodi with a multitude of add-ons, such as audio and
video streaming plugins for online sources, widget scripts, skins/themes, visualizations, screensavers,
web scrapers, weather forecasts, web interfaces, and more.
Among the multitude of add-ons, TVMC is very popular. TVMC is a custom version of Kodi developed
with the intention of simplifying the user experience by preinstalling the best add-ons and customisation (it
includes around 30 of the most popular add-ons). TVMC is available only for Windows, Mac, and Android
operating systems.
Operating principle
Technically, TVMC sources its content from a vast network of legal but doubtful streaming
11
websites as there are many ads, pop-ups, and malware attempts . Actually, the power of TVMC is
that it bypasses all this and shows only the video, so the actual source does not even matter.
Figure 16:

TVMC interface

Source: Techhive

Nevertheless, if one streaming source fails, there’s no shortage of others. So basically, this is a Netflixlike experience.

11

http://www.techhive.com/article/2926004/streaming-media/tvmc-for-kodi-makes-video-piracy-uncomfortably-easy.html
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Figure 17:

Procedure to watch a movie with Kodi

Step 0:Before installing the TVMC
application, the user needs to enable the
“Unknown sources” option in security setting
menu of his device.

Step 1:after the TVMC installation, the user needs
to choose whichever addon he would like to launch
by clicking on of the shortcuts on the homescreen,
or by clicking the “Add-ons” tab under the
“VIDEOS” menu. For this example, “1Channel”
addon has been selected

Step 5: then, several streaming source are
available referring to the same movie file.
Step 6: Watch!
www.idate.org © IDATE 2015

Step 2: the user needs to choose the
category of content he wishes to watch. The
“Movies” category has been chosen as for
illustration

.

Step 4: the user chooses the title.

Step 3: the user selects the browsing
category for the content he wants to watch :
“Featured” has been selected for this
example.
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TVMC also claims that its system is legally safer than P2P sites such as Popcorn Time (P2P is often
monitored and blocked by copyright-enforcement groups). Nevertheless, in IDATE’s view, unlike Popcorn
Time or legal streaming services like Netflix, Hulu, etc., TVMC is not user-friendly at all for mass
adoption. Even when the user is familiar with the software, finding the required movie and browsing
several menus can take a (very) long time, even more if servers are responding slowly. Hence, this
service has been developed by experts for experts.
12
Many tutorials are available on the web, meaning the service is not user friendly. It is said that
familiarization with the service has been made deliberately difficult, as with less adoption (i.e. not mass
adoption), the service is less likely to be banned/blocked by the authorities (plus, as it is not based on
P2P, large adoption is not technically required).
13
In mid-June 2015, Amazon removed Kodi from the app store claiming it facilitates piracy .
According to Amazon, the software doesn't link to or host any infringing content, but third-party add-ons
are giving the software a bad reputation. However, Kodi is still available on more popular platforms, like
Google Play for instance.

3.3.3. Social media as a tool for illegal live streaming consumption
2015 saw a rise of direct live streaming through social media. In March 2015, Twitter acquired
Periscope (presented in detail in the appendix), a live video streaming mobile application. As such, the
service allows users to broadcast live streams (legal or unauthorised). Further, in August 2015, Facebook
launched “Live”, a live video streaming service. Broadcasting is, however, restricted to celebrities with a
verified Facebook page, and thus contains much less of a risk of piracy compared to Periscope or similar
services.
Still, there could potentially be concerns, for example over sports celebrities; they could live stream a
match they are playing in, allowing followers to watch for free, at the expense of TV broadcasters with the
broadcasting rights for the tournament. Also, there is no guarantee that the service will remain limited to
celebrities, and could potentially open up to the public in the future.
The following table illustrates the main video-centric communication services. Obviously, any
communication clients like Hangouts (Google) or Messenger (Facebook) and overall the legacy Skype
could also be used for such goals.
Nevertheless, unlike these communications services (with private conversations remaining a primary
feature), Periscope, Meerkat or Vine have been created to be shared easily and massively (viral aspects)
over traditional social networks (Twitter and Facebook as first).
Unlike other platforms such as Youtube, these solutions have been designed to be shared through social
networks. Even though the applications change, the technical distribution principles remain similar: social
networks are considered as relays, not the origin of the content. A Vine video is stored on Vine servers
but the content could be made accessible (or published) through Twitter because of API embedment.
Table 2:

Main innovative social applications offering video streaming service

Site/solution
Periscope

Features
Live
video
application

Meerkat

Live
video
application

Vine

Short-form
video
sharing
service where users can
share only six second-long
looping video clips.
Live
video
streaming
application for VIP people (for
the launching version)

Facebook
Live

Type of content privileged

Details

streaming

Live

streaming

Live

Owned by Twitter (2015)
Replay mode
Periscope-like app
No ‘replay’ option
Owned by Twitter (2012)

Humoristic scenes
Sports highlights (e.g. goals)

Not likely to be used to
deliver pirate streams
Communication tools for VIP
to reach their fans

VIPs can start a Live broadcast
that’s posted to the News Feed,
watch comments overlaid in realtime on their stream, and then
make the recording permanently
available for viewing.

Source: IDATE

12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLH6ZrhKqcI&index=47&list=UU-H7R0262VcgT86TUxAKbSQ
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https://torrentfreak.com/amazon-bans-kodi-app-over-piracy-concerns-150616/
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Vine (Twitter) and the battle over football goal action videos
Vine is a video sharing service allowing users to share six second looping video sites, acquired by Twitter
in late 2012 before its official release in early 2013. Through the integration of both Vine and Twitter,
users can watch the short video clip within Twitter the moment the video is uploaded. The looping short
video clips became a huge hit for re-living the excitement of goals in a football match, viewable literally
seconds after the ball hitting the back of the net, much to the concern of the broadcasters. The Premier
14
League (England) has been particularly vociferous in their attempts to clamp down on illegal goalmouth
sharing; perhaps unsurprising since roughly 3 billion GBP over three years of broadcasting rights are at
stake.
Figure 18:

A Twitter page dedicated to live football vines (August 2015)

Source: Twitter

For the 2014/15 season, the Premier League specified that tweeting and vine uploads of copyrighted
material is illegal and started to discourage supporters from posting such Vines. Specifically, they started
developing technologies such as GIF crawlers and Vine crawlers, working with Twitter to look to curtail
this kind of activity. Vine states that users "may not post content that violates the rights of a third party,
including copyright, trademark, privacy and publicity rights".
The measures seem to have had a positive effect. After the conclusion of the 2014/15 season, according
to the Guardian a Premier League spokesman declared “The Premier League already works with Twitter
over Vines, which are frequently used by users to show goals and key moments from games without
permission. We work closely with Twitter and ISPs to take down pirated content as well as advising users
that it is illegal to post such content. Last season we successfully blocked 45,000 streams that were
illegally showing Premier League footage, and successfully took legal action against certain websites,
15
both in the English and overseas courts.”
Still, in reality there seems to be a long way to go, with the fight between Vine posters and rights holders
locked in a cat and mouse struggle. According to the Integrity Club, interviews of vine account holders
showed there were no signs of illegal postings stopping any time soon.

14
http://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/premier-league/premier-league-set-to-clamp-down-on-unofficial-vine-videos-of-goalsas-they-get-tough-on-copyright-9670653.html
15

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/may/11/periscope-meerkat-broadcast-copyright-premier-league
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3.3.4. Other solutions
There are also a few other, less popular solutions trying to offer alternative ways to allow content
consumption through multiple devices or to access private servers or pirated versions of games and
applications. They remain relatively complex to use and therefore not attractive for mass users.

Newsgroups
Newsgroups, such as Usenet and Giganews, are more underground solutions compared to P2P
solutions. They have been around for years but in IDATE’s view have never reached casual users, due to
their inherent complexity (technical operations and/or discovery of contents and resources). They can be
thought of as a combination of discussion forums (on specific subjects) based on the NNTP (Network
News Transfer Protocol) application layer protocol. Usenet can generate, store and recover messages,
and exchange them between members of the same community. To access this service, users must first
pass through a specific server and have a client (news reader) compatible with the NNTP protocol.

Use of private servers and alternative platforms
In order to circumvent traditional services, another way is to use private servers or applications. In
the video games world, this practice is widely used by geek players who don’t want to pay for the
game. Usually named private servers, developers create a replica of the game; players can use it for
free. Private servers are notably developed for top selling games such as World of Warcraft or Clash of
Clans. It is very easy (through search for instance) to find private servers for very popular games such as
Heroes WoW, on a private server of World of Warcraft.
However, the process required to set up private servers is very long and complex (see appendix). It
requires gamers to manipulate files and directories along with downloaded patches and executive files. It
may also require changing IP address or directory name.
Finally, in IDATE’s view, private servers may be used by some players, but purist players prefer
playing the official game in order to enjoy social aspects like ranking and social recognition.

Using pirated applications
On the software side, there are many ways to avoid paying for applications. Some services bypass
DRM using pirated applications and are available through platforms. Some platforms allow the download
and setup of paid applications for free. Once the application is installed on the device, it gives access to a
wide range of applications, just lie the Apple Store or Google Play. The applications are hosted on hosts
that may ask users to wait 60 seconds and type a Captcha code.
In IDATE’s view, Zeusmos, vShare, AppCake and Kuaiyong are among the existing platforms used by
iPhone and iPad users who want to use pirated versions of applications. Zeusmos became the most
16
popular because it offers a service for non-jailbroken devices (for a fee) .
Piracy also occurs in software especially for games. According to idownloadblog, 60% of installations of
the game Monument Valley (priced at 3.99$) on iOS devices were not paid by users, while on Android the
17
figure is 95% .
There are also applications that create tweaks or patches allowing a change to application parameters. It
is possible to upgrade membership on streaming services free of charge for instance. A typical
application is Flex that circumvents protection.
These services are used by only a very few tech-savvy users. They are seen as complex to use and
risky, as they may impact the functioning of the device for other services.

16

http://cydiaplanet.com/top-4-alternatives-appcake-must-see/
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http://www.idownloadblog.com/2015/01/09/monument-valley-piracy/
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3.3.5. Synthesis of content consumption techniques
The evolution of content consumption has been essentially driven by the development of easier to use
solutions with improved interfaces and by better network performances allowing always-on connectivity.
Users have progressively shifted from P2P (which was never really mainstream) to illegal
streaming (and then legal streaming) offering instant consumption and not requiring any skills
and/or complex software.
Usages around download have remained relatively limited for unauthorised services with the rise of
streaming services. Emerging services around social networks or new piracy services like PopCorn Time
have only moderate potential to reach the mainstream in IDATE’s opinion. Despite better interfaces,
replicating successful interfaces from lawful streaming services (especially with the integration of
indexes), usage often remains complex. In addition, it is easier for copyright holders and anti-piracy
agencies to identify the solutions and prosecute the service provider. Therefore, in a situation of
intense enforcement, it is unlikely that these solutions will be able to offer content at massive
scale with a large content catalogue.
P2P and download remain attractive for more complex usages, like usage on multiple devices or content
sharing. Some lawful solutions like media cloud or DRL are also trying to offer such features (see section
4).
Regarding software and games, the use of pirated versions is also relatively complex for mass users, and
comes at the expense of missing the game features (social features) and potential impacts on overall
functioning of devices, which restrict adoption to very advanced users.

3.4. Lawful content as the source for unauthorised content
As protection from piracy, copyright holders have often adopted content protection solutions. But this
does not really prevent from infringement. Indeed, it is possible to remove content protection mechanisms
from lawful content and thus consume them illegally. This section looks at such circumvention techniques;
first, the legal content protection solutions, followed by their circumvention techniques.

3.4.1. Content protection solutions
The first approach taken by copyright holders to limit piracy was to protect the content and make it harder
to access or copy. Fine arbitrage is required between the loss of revenues due to piracy that content
protection mechanisms will recapture, and the loss of revenues due to technical limits linked to content
protection making the offer less attractive for most users (discussed in more detail in the business
environment of lawful contents in the following chapter).
Through DRM and logins, service providers are able to manage the rights of access of users in line with
membership subscription and therefore to distinguish users from another one (for instance differentiate
freemium users from paid). In addition to DRM, access to content through applications is linked to an
account, so often logins (login/password) are required to use the services. The need to authenticate on
online server limits the use of material.
Specifically to audio content, DRMs are used by some service providers to check users’ credentials. For
users benefiting from offline mode, they could be asked to re-enter logins after some time of online
inactivity (generally, 30 days without going online). Another usage of DRM by service providers is to
prevent the simultaneous play of streamed track on different devices.
In video games, publishers are using several ways to protect content access:
• DRM-protected files, that require a client-side to play
• One-time activation (users can play in a single player and offline mode once the game is registered)
• Executable files unique for each user (used by steam).
Steam, the major online video games distribution service, provides an executable file called Custom
Executable Generation (CEG) together with the game purchased. This file creates unique copies of
games for each user per game linked with the authentication on the game regardless of the number of
machines the game is installed on and without install limits. Here, each individual copy of a CEGprotected game is only playable by the Steam account authorised to access it. This makes it difficult for a
user to share the game with another user.
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Source: Steam

Another kind of content protection used by service providers is the detection of irregular activities of
content. Different solutions exist in Automatic Content Recognition such as Content ID used by YouTube,
other names include Audible Magic used by Facebook, discussed below. The system is based on
ensuring copyright compliance. Typically, on YouTube, each video and piece of music uploaded can be
checked by Content ID against a database of audio and video fingerprints submitted by rights holders. In
the case of recognized audio or video, match policy is applied, and rights holders can decide to block,
track or monetize the video. With Content ID, even a fraction of a song can be detected in a personal
video.
Facebook entered the online video battle in May 2007 with its application called Facebook Video. It was
meant for short, personal videos rather than for broadcasting longer-form content or professional videolike TV shows, movies, or music videos. The Facebook video application has since been replaced by the
integration of video within the user’s profile content. In 2013, its photo-sharing network Instagram
introduced 15-second videos, while Facebook itself introduced silent auto-play in-feed videos in late
2013. Then in March 2015, at the Facebook developer conference F8, Facebook announced it would
start letting users embed its hosted videos on third-party sites, placing it more directly in competition with
Google's YouTube, and it also adopted YouTube’s business model by sharing ad revenues with selected
content creators. One main advantage Facebook has over YouTube is that users can tag people who are
in the video if they are Facebook users. This makes it a compelling place to upload a video if it is
intended to be shared with friends. This tagging can be used in both lawful and unauthorised
cases.
Back in 2013 Facebook was focusing mainly on its international social TV strategy. The objective was to
share data with TV groups, by allowing them access to analysis tools helping to understand the
comments about their TV shows published by the Facebook users. Facebook had established
partnerships with US and European TV channels. Its partners include Esporte Interativo, Star, CBC, Food
Network, Channel 4, ProSieben, Discovery, TF1 and Canal+. The offering remains limited and focused on
a marketplace that is not specific to video giving more visibility to partners rather than developing its own
services like Google, Amazon or Netflix.
But by 2015, as explained above, Facebook had become comparable to YouTube as a video content
distribution platform. Business Insider has reported that Facebook is already seeing 3 billion video
streams on the site per day, and Socialbakers has data showing that in December 2014, for the first time,
18
Facebook page owners posted more native Facebook video than YouTube video . Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook himself stated at the annual F8 developer conference in March 2015 that they are
19
competing with YouTube, while stressing the social sharing capabilities of the service .
Thus, Facebook has now officially announced itself onto the stage of online video content distribution,
and as a rival to YouTube. From Facebook’s perspective the aim is for further sharing of legal content. It
is undeniable, however, that it can also be used for illegal sharing, much to the concern of
copyright owners (see Appendix for more details), as with YouTube before or also with Vine.
In this regard, in August 2015, Facebook declared updates to their video management through its blog,
enhancing the Audible Magic system and building new video matching technology that will evaluate
millions of video uploads quickly and accurately, and when matches are surfaced, publishers will be able
to report them to Facebook for removal. This is expected to be tested through a beta launch (as of August
2015). It is in fact similar to the process YouTube has gone through (which in itself could be considered

18

http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenrosenbaum/2015/03/31/facebook-tv-arrives-broadcast-youtube-in-the-crosshairs/
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as a social network), which applies a Content ID system scanning uploaded videos against a vast
database of videos submitted by copyright holders.
Lastly, in video games, another form of content protection is the original version of the games
themselves. As a matter of fact, the development trends in video games lead to the acknowledgement
that the benefit from legal remains greater than illegal download. The community aspect is getting critical
in this industry through multiplayer games. Where this social aspect is important, players using pirated
versions may be excluded by other players. In addition, features allowing ranking, achievements,
upgrades and updating only exist in the legal version, so pirates are relegated to a featureless game with
no community of players.
Assessment of efficiency
The use of DRM to protect content from illegal activities such as unauthorised copies has different
consequences. Various studies have demonstrated the impact of DRM on piracy and also in sales.
Contrary to expectations, the use of DRM has resulted in the increase of piracy. This has been
notably seen in the music industry highlighted in a study from the University of Toronto in 2013, in which
20
top selling albums are said to be particularly cracked. According to the same study, DRM also has an
effect on sales. In the music industry, removing DRM from digital music provides a 10% sales boost,
21
especially concerning less popular albums (30% of albums). Another report from Author Earnings in the
book area demonstrates how titles without DRM sell higher than titles with DRM.
Figure 19:

Comparison of average daily author earnings between ebook titles with and without DRM

Source: Howey

The unexpected increase of piracy from the use of DRM is driven by the restrictions forced on
legal buyers and the less effect on pirates. In another words, legal users – those who pay - are not
allowed to do what they want with their content (limited in sharing, simultaneous usages, download, etc.)
while pirates have no such restrictions. The result is that legal users may turn to piracy because it is
easier to consume DRM-free content.
Figure 20:

Behaviour in terms of piracy or legal acquisition in relation to DRM

20

http://inside.rotman.utoronto.ca/laurinazhang/files/2013/11/laurina_zhang_jmp_nov4.pdf
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Source: Softpedia from MyCE readers poll, February 2015 22

Also, it can be noted that streaming services especially in music video have had an impact on piracy.
23
According to an IFPI report from GfK research led in Sweden in 2013 , services like Spotify reduce
piracy with 9 out of 10 users illegally downloading less often. The driving factor is the incentive to discover
content.

Synthesis
These solutions have enjoyed limited adoption so far, except for login sharing. Most users will not remove
DRM themselves but directly use a DRM-free solution when accessing illegal content (only the original
sharer of a given content will have to use them, as the content may even be acquired through other
means without DRM). Nonetheless, sharing login (replicating as a form of sharing in the physical world) is
getting popular and is hard to limit.

3.4.2. Techniques used to circumvent content protection
Ripping DRM from content files
There are methods to bypass DRM control mainly for the downloaded content – book, audio and video. A
well-known one is to avoid DRM encryption for a song, a movie or a book manually. It consists of burning
the content to a CD or DVD, ripping the DRM files and uploading the DRM-free files back on the device.
DRM encryptions are not transferred with the content when burning.
This burn-rip process has been simplified and automated based on a categorised software program
known as DRM removal software or DRM Media Converter. Here, the program intercepts the data stream
decrypting out the DRM, and then builds a DRM-free file. It is similar to burning the content to a virtual
disc, ripping and encoding the content. This method using DRM removal software is definitely a faster
way to remove DRM than manually but high quality results are often obtained with paid software.
However, these programs only process legally acquired content.
Many software programs exist today; some are specialised by type of content or by technology providers.
They also have their own characteristics in terms of speed to convert, quality, file formats supported, OS
supported. However, in IDATE’s view, few people seek to remove DRM from files and specifically use
dedicated software for that purpose.
Table 3:

Example of DRM removal software programs

Software programs
Aimersoft DRM Media Converter
Wondershare Video Converter
Ultimate
QTFairUse
myFairTunes
SoundTaxi
MuvAudio
eBook DRM Removal
Requiem
Calibre

Type of content and files

Restrictions

Paid/free software

All media files
Video only

Windows only
Windows only

Paid (35.95$)
Paid (49.95$)

Audio only
Audio only
All media files
Audio only
iTunes iBook
Video only
eBooks only

No
iTunes only
Windows only
No
No
iTunes only

Free
Free for MP3 files
Paid (23.99$)
Paid (18.99$)
Free
Free
Free

Source: IDATE

The use of DRM removal software varies from one country to another according to regulation restrictions.
While it is allowed in the US, it remains a tricky point in the UK. Due to restrictive copyright law, it has
been considered as infringement in the UK to rip a CD or DVD. But, since June 2014, making personal
copies of legally acquired copies of digital content has become officially legal. But circumventing DRM is
still protected by law. When ripping a CD, the media cannot be played without DRM.

22

http://www.myce.com/news/survey-consumers-more-likely-to-pirate-than-buy-media-with-drm-34124/
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http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/Digital-Music-Report-2014.pdf
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Figure 21:

Statement from the UK government on copy content

Source: Intellectual Property Office - Guidance for consumers

Lastly, another approach to DRM removal, called Movie Stealer, has been pushed by Usenix, an
Advanced Computing Systems Association. The concept is based on an automatic way to extract
decrypted stream in media playing programs that resides temporarily in a memory buffer. Once the
decryption location is identified and the decrypted stream dumped, the stream can then be reconstructed
into an unprotected media file and played back in an unauthorised media player. This work was done in
2013 and is still waiting for DMCA approval to be legal.

Sharing credentials
One of the most practical approaches to circumvent content protection is the sharing of logins by
account owners. Different surveys have been led around the usage of credentials sharing, which is
24
widespread. According to Park Associates report , 6% of US broadband households use an OTT video
subscription service paid by a person not living in the home, they borrow the access to someone else
outside the household.
This observation is notably seen for young users. In the same report from Park Associates 22% of users
of video streaming service Netflix, HBO Go, and Amazon Prime Instant Video) who don’t pay for the
25
service are between 18 and 24 years old. Typically, according to GWI research , two-thirds of Netflix
users share passwords and account details.
Figure 22:

Sharing credentials

Figure 23:

Use of OTT service paid by someone outside
of the home

Source: GWI
Source: Park Associates

The driving factor behind this is clearly the economic impact on the industry. Research from Parks
Associates estimated at 500 million USD the credential sharing cost for the video-streaming service
industry in 2015.
24

http://www.parksassociates.com/report/cost-of-piracy
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In addition, the logins sharing trend has been extended beyond family and friends. Some websites
provide a Netflix account free of charge such as http://nfaccounts.com/. They create a list of Netflix active
accounts that is at the disposal of users. Users only need to download the file, choose a login and
password and are asked not to change the password. Some forums like thebot.net also share credentials,
available in discussions.
Figure 24:

Forum sharing Netflix accounts

Source: thebot.net

3.5. Barriers to unauthorised content offerings development
This section addresses the main approaches adopted by industry players and authorities to prevent the
development of unauthorised content offerings and encourage the use of lawful offerings.
Various approaches are already in place, but they are increasingly bypassed by specific techniques
developed by infringers. The arms race is intense between infringers and copyright holders and/or
authorities. While it does not totally eradicate piracy, it makes it more complex and/or less affordable to
use pirated solutions, which is likely to deter the mainstream users. Unauthorised solutions (especially
underground ones) also introduce additional risks for end-users, which may also deter them from piracy.

3.5.1. Detection of unauthorised activities and circumvention techniques
As content protection is not enough and not necessarily efficient economically, copyright holders have put
more efforts into fighting piracy directly, as a complement to developing more attractive legal offerings.
Those efforts are looking to discourage users, especially mainstream users, from the use of unauthorised
services.
Under the applicable regulations and laws, copyright holders can try to limit piracy effects through
different approaches:
• Identifying websites hosting and providing illegal content (download or streaming delivery mode)
or links to solutions to access content. The host will generally have to remove illegal content if it gets a
notice from the copyright holder. The host may also be prosecuted individually and have its website
blocked with the help of ISPs. Identification can be obtained directly by any stakeholder, by acting as a
potential infringer, through regular monitoring of the web and specialised forums. Most hosts are
public, even though the more underground solutions may use closed communities (requiring some
credentials to protect from potential anti-piracy agents or copyright holders organisations).
• Identifying consumers infringing copyrights (either uploaders or downloaders in P2P), through
access to and/or distribution of illegal content. The identification will be mostly based on IP addresses.
Copyright holders can then generally prosecute individual users and obtain court orders to get the
identity of infringers from their ISPs. In general, there are only a few methods for obtaining the IP
address of a defined user:
 Getting access to logs of connections between the user and a central server. In this case, logs will
contain a listing of connections identified by their IP addresses.
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 Getting access to a list of IP addresses of users involved. Many solutions, especially P2P, use
intermediate servers to coordinate or manage either the download or the discovery of resources or
peers.
 Exchanging traffic directly with the user. In this case, both users will send IP packets including
both IP source and IP destination addresses.
Most of the techniques like download or streaming used to distribute unauthorised copies do not enable
the identification of consumers infringing copyright in real life. Only the destination website provider and
the ISP (who sends the packets on behalf of the user) have access to IP addresses for solutions like
direct download, direct streaming, etc. For all client-server based solutions, the data exchanges occur
only between a consumer and a website provider.
Therefore, two different approaches are taken depending on the type of unauthorised service used. For
streaming, download and indexes, the main source of content for mass users, the main approach is to
block the provider and is detailed in section 5.3. For P2P (i.e. BitTorrent), the anti-piracy measures are
targeted towards the consumers themselves.

Detection methods currently used by copyright holders
For BitTorrent solutions, it is generally possible to detect IP addresses. In the previous section, we saw
that the consumer may interact with the following elements in the case of P2P:
• other peers through direct connections
• intermediate servers or trackers to discover resources
• intermediate servers or trackers to discovery peers
• websites publishing information on the content available for discovery or resources and/or peers
(mostly in the case of BitTorrent; for other solutions content discovery is generally done within the
platform itself through a search engine)
The copyright holder (or a company acting on its behalf) may therefore identify a consumer IP
address by connecting to them through the P2P solution or looking for their IP address through
the intermediate servers of the P2P solution. The main detection methods therefore fall into two
categories, indirect methods and direct methods.
Indirect detection mechanisms (based on source)
Indirect detection consists in identifying peers and IP addresses from the observation of intermediate
mechanisms used for delivering content (like tracker for torrent or servers for e2Dk, but not from magnet
links, relying on trackerless DHT-based distribution, see appendix for more details). A connection may be
established with the peer to ensure the peer is active. Observation is also generally limited to preliminary
exchanges (like trackers) but does not necessarily monitor the actual download of the content file itself.
The following diagram shows the application of this method for BitTorrent. Other detection methods are
similar for other P2P solutions. Instead of the tracker, an anti-piracy agent would connect to an e2DK
server or supernode. This approach can help to identify both downloaders and uploaders, but generally
without a clear distinction between the two set of populations. It can help to identify all the peers involved
in sharing a specific file.
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Figure 25:

Indirect detection in BitTorrent
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Direct detection mechanisms (based on content)
Direct detection consists in an active connection to peers and exchange of data with peers, which
provides the IP addresses directly. The content may be downloaded entirely or in bits. The content may
be downloaded just once or downloaded for exchange with all peers. Using this method, copyright
holders (or third parties acting on their behalf) can make sure that the content downloaded is really their
content.
With this method, all direct uploaders (interacting with the detection player) can be detected, unless they
do not allow for sharing (and are therefore not technically uploading). This method can only detect direct
downloaders who interact both ways with the anti-piracy agency. The detection can only monitor
downloaders exchanging with it and not with other peers.
Therefore, this approach can only detect peers interacting with the detection players and not all peers,
except by connecting to all of them. To detect all peers, the process therefore takes more time with this
method than with the indirect approach.
Figure 26:

Direct detection in BitTorrent
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Assessment of detection methods
Many companies (including Hologram, Irdeto or TMG) provide such detection services. They are
described in the appendix. In all the solutions studied, the companies are able to detect user IP
addresses on P2P networks, including BitTorrent, eDonkey (high ID only), Gnutella, etc. They do not
generally address minor forms of P2P like private P2P (limited number of users, hard to infiltrate) and
P2P streaming (very small number of users). Detection is still possible, but the number of active users
makes it less interesting for anti-piracy agencies.
Indirect methods have been widely used in the past by providers, especially from MediaSentry which was
the leading company in detection prior to 2008. But this approach has become very unreliable and has
led providers to move to direct detection or has left the floor open for new entrants. These solutions are
unreliable due to the many technical issues presented in appendix (dynamic IPs and timestamps, IP
addresses detected through public or shared Wi-Fi, etc…) in which other users are detected instead of
infringers, but in fact mostly because they do not involve checking the content. To protect from lawsuits,
many users have changed keywords, which often mismatch the real content.
Direct detection methods used to detect IP addresses are the most robust and the most widely used. This
means that the probability for an error to occur during the detection process is very low. Also, many
solutions are not really scalable, as they rely on manual checking of content. While definitely more
reliable than indirect methods, they still suffer from potential errors analysed in detail in the appendix.
None of the solution providers studied here are able to identify whether the infringers are preventing their
identification by hiding behind another IP address (see following section).
Only a few solutions offer the capacity to detect first uploaders. The detection of first uploaders remains
less reliable and does not work if the content is already available. Some of these solutions can also
“crawl” the web to detect links to infringed copyright content or to a torrent file (to download infringed
copyright content).
Although these companies were initially specialised in IP address detection, most them have been
acquired by larger companies with a broader scope of activities, but still in copyright protection,
content protection or related activities. Pure detection is no longer their prime business.
Table 4:
Downloaders
Uploaders

First
uploaders

Wrap-up on detection methods
Direct detection
Limited detection (only peers connected with the
detection company), but mostly reliable
Limited detection (only peers connected with the
detection company), but mostly reliable
Does not apply with peers restricting upload
Possible with full constant scan of files, with
limited efficiency

Indirect detection
Wide detection, but not fully reliable. No real
distinction with uploaders.
Wide detection, but not fully reliable. No real
distinction with uploaders.
Possible with full constant scan of
intermediate servers, with average efficiency

Source: IDATE

Circumvention of detection of infringers
There are many ways for individual infringers to avoid being detected and therefore continue to use
unauthorised solutions, but the underlying principles are the following, which can be combined together:
• Hide content, by making it harder to find or see explicitly, especially by using encryption. There needs
to be a proof of infringement and therefore some recognition of the content.
• Hide IP address, especially by connecting to a server/intermediate party (a.k.a middlemen or
privacy technique) that will connect to the content source instead of the user when acquiring the
content. This can be achieved by using techniques such as proxies, VPN, and/or seed boxes (more
details below). Someone else’s IP address is then collected in server logs or in P2P systems.
Encryption is a protection against middlemen in the delivery chain like ISPs but not against a detection
company. The content is in the clear for the downloader, unless they cannot get the key to decrypt. The
real challenge is therefore transmission of keys rather than security of encryption. If the keys are available
to the general public, detection companies can also use them, unless they are backlisted. Encryption is
therefore not a protection for the infringer. But it can be a good legal protection for middlemen (who do
not have the keys) who transfer the contents without knowing what is really inside it. We therefore
hereafter concentrate on detection of middlemen.
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The best option for infringers to avoid being detected is to have somebody else acting as a
middleman being detected instead. Middlemen can act as intermediaries (like proxies) who pass on the
contents, without knowing that the contents are infringing (or at least claim that they do not know). Should
the contents be encrypted, and the middlemen have no access to the keys, their case for not knowing the
contents becomes stronger. Thus anti-detection agencies are placed in a situation where they have the IP
addresses of the middlemen but not the actual pirates behind them, while the middlemen themselves
claim innocence by not knowing the infringing contents of the file transfer.
Figure 27:

The role of middle men in piracy

Techniques used by expert infringers can be classified into two main categories:
• Add-on privacy techniques that can be used on top of regular piracy systems (especially P2P). The
goal here is generally to avoid end-user IP detection.
• Piracy systems that include by default encryption and/or a privacy technique. IP detection of
middlemen is still possible but proving infringement of the end-user and/or the middlemen is more
complex.
Blocklist software
A blocklist, or blacklist, is a basic access control mechanism that allows access to everyone, except for
the members of the blocklist for which access is denied. Blocklists are in the form of URLs, and may
contain lists of IP addresses, or IP address ranges, which users refuse to connect with. A blocklist
provider may provide several such URLs, each aimed at blocking different types of connections, such as
connections from anti-piracy agents, governments or from malicious spyware spreaders based on their IP
addresses.
Blocklists have become a common method employed by users to avoid systematic monitoring by the likes
of anti-piracy agents, governments and malicious websites. The selection of blocklisted IP addresses can
be based on different approaches (self-monitoring, exclusion of non-residential IP addresses, etc.) and
implemented manually or automatically. Anti-privacy agents also generally hide their tracks to limit the
efficiency of such an approach. It should be noted that with blocklists, the user is prevented from
connecting to specific IP addresses but does not hide its own IP address.
The diagram below explains how blocklists work in a P2P network configuration.
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Source: IDATE

The most referenced blocklist provider appears to be i-blocklist, which acts as both a list providing various
blocklist URLs from other authors, and also provides blocklist URLs themselves. In IDATE’s view, use
remains relatively low, however, due to a combination of technical difficulties and insufficiency to remain
anonymous.
Anonymous proxy server
Proxies represent one the most popular circumvention techniques for individual infringers. But they can
also be targeted by court orders, like links providers.
In the field of computer networking, a proxy server is defined as a computer system or a program that
processes the requests of its clients by forwarding their queries and requests to other systems or servers.
A proxy server thus acts as an intermediary between clients seeking resources from other
computers.
A client connects to the proxy server, requesting some service, such as a file, connection, web page or
other resource, available from a different server. The proxy server provides the resource by connecting to
the specified server and requesting the service on behalf of the client. A proxy server can be placed in the
user’s local computer or at specific key points between the user and the destination servers or the
Internet.
There are many types of proxy servers, one of them being the anonymous proxy server, also called
anonymising proxy server or anonymizer. This type of server accesses the Internet on a user’s behalf
without revealing the user’s computer information. This means that when a server receives requests from
an anonymising proxy server, it does not receive information about the end user's IP address.
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Figure 28:

Operating principle of proxies

There are three ways of implementing an anonymous proxy server: web-based anonymous proxy, IP:port
anonymous proxy, and anonymous proxy software.
Web-based anonymous proxies allow users to surf anonymously on the web. They are very easy to use
as they don’t require any specific configuration on the end user side. They are websites where users can
enter any website address. There are many anonymous web proxies available on the web, such as Hide
My Ass (although now more VPN centric), Ninja Cloak, etc. Some websites also offer current, updated
lists of free proxy servers, such as PublicProxyServers.com.
Another way of implementing the anonymous proxy is by accessing a list of anonymous servers' IP:ports,
and configuring the browser to use this proxy under LAN settings. For example with Internet Explorer, the
user needs to do the following:
• Click through the Tools menu (or control panel) and select Internet Options
• Navigate into Connections and select LAN settings
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• Check the box to use a proxy server for LAN and enter the address from the proxy list
• Save all changes and start roaming the web as usual
The way this works is in principal the same as the web-based proxy as described above, but in this case
the user configures their browser with a proxy IP address and port. The downside of this method is that if
the proxy goes down, then the user needs to reconfigure.
Finally, in the case of proxy software, the proxy is downloaded as software and embedded into the
Internet browser, within the settings. For example, BTGuard is a paid proxy service that adds an extra
layer of privacy to the BitTorrent transfers. The service is designed specifically for BitTorrent users who
don’t want their ISPs or any third party to log their IPs or throttle their traffic because of their use of
Bittorrent. BTGuard reroutes all of the user’s BitTorrent traffic through their servers in Canada. This
means that anyone who connects to a user via BitTorrent, even an anti-piracy agent, will see BTGuard’s
IP, and not the user’s IP. Currently, the BTGuard service costs 6.95 USD a month; this has not changed
for at least 5 years now.
Figure 29:

BTGuard positioning regarding BitTorrent

It should be noted that these proxies are able to log the IP addresses of those who connect to their
servers, and thus should these proxies be required to hand over such logs (for example through a court
order), then the identity of potential pirates connecting to these proxies could be revealed.
By using such a proxy, users can avoid their IP address being detected by anti-piracy authorities.
Software-based proxies are definitely more efficient than other forms of proxies in terms of day-to-day
operations. They include updates of proxy lists, without requiring any settings. Other forms of proxies,
unless using premium lists (which are generally paid), require the end-user to manage their
update of the proxy, in case its servers are down/congested (which can happen often).
There are many providers of proxy servers, and a quick Google search will direct users to many of them.
Below are just a few examples of providers.
• Web proxy: Hide My Ass, Ninja Cloak, SecureTunnel, quick proxy
• Proxy list: Hide My Ass, free proxy lists, proxy-list.org, public proxy servers
• Software: BTGuard, Hide My Ass, SecureTunnel, Ultrasurf
There appears to be no real dominant provider as such, with many players co-existing. It is worth noting
that some, and especially the software providers, look like "proper" sites as opposed to others who give a
feel of a hastily created site that might disappear tomorrow.
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Proxy site “come.in” unblocks popular torrent sites
As already explained in the introduction, especially in the UK, many of the famous and popular sites for
illegal content discovery and consumption have been blocked. However, by using international proxies
infringers are able to bypass such censorship, and sites such as come.in below actively encourage users
to access their proxy service to access the blocked sites.

Source: come.in

Such proxy sites are also being targeted for blocking by UK ISPs, but as of October 2015 come.in
continues to re-establish the site and vows to maintain the service.
Virtual private network (VPN)
VPNs and proxies are almost indistinctively used, despite their different origins, to circumvent detection.
VPNs are more technical solutions, adding encryption aspects to the middlemen solution to provide more
protection.
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) works over an existing network (like the Internet) and allows secure and
private connections between users through a dedicated “tunnel”. Secure VPNs explicitly provide
mechanisms for authentication of the tunnel endpoints during tunnel setup, and encryption of the traffic in
transit.
VPNs are frequently used by companies for remote workers making a connection to the office
network. But some companies also propose VPN services to anyone. Some VPN software allows
users to establish their own private networks consisting of friends from contact lists, directly support many
existing IM protocols and chat rooms, and offer file sharing capabilities. Such VPN software may also be
used to access P2P file sharing networks and allow users to become anonymous on those networks. By
tunnelling all the Internet traffic through a VPN server, the user’s IP address is replaced by the VPN
server IP address, in a similar way to an anonymous proxy. Moreover, all the traffic between the user and
the VPN server is encrypted, preventing the user ISP from monitoring the P2P traffic.
There are many providers of VPNs, from many countries, and such providers are relatively easy to find
with a simple online search, and there are various sites that list such players and also rate how reliable
26
they are, such as TorrentFreak or GreyCoder . In is interesting to note that some VPN providers promote
their service to use with P2P clients (BitTorrent), and they explain how their VPNs can run in accordance
with such clients. Such providers name their services accordingly, such as BTGuard, TorGuard and
TorrentPrivacy.
VPN usually requires a paid monthly subscription, which is likely to deter a lot of casual copyright
infringers, but the introduction of the six strikes rule in the US in late February 2013 certainly increased
interest in remaining anonymous. Thus overall, the level of adoption is likely to be less than anonymous
proxy servers, but still relatively high especially amongst frequent copyright infringers.
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http://www.greycoder.com/best-vpn-service/
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On a more general scale, VPN can be used for all activities and not just file sharing. For example, most
businessmen will have some sort of VPN installed on their laptops for when they access the intranet or
any other work related sensitive server. In this sense the adoption of VPN will be higher.
According to Digiday, in mid-2014 there were as many as 410 million VPN users globally, although they
27
also include proxies in this definition .

Source: Digiday
28

In 2011, VPN provider Hide My Ass (HMA) was involved in what they term as the Lulzsec Fiasco .
Lulzsec (Lulz Security) was a hacking activist group, and in 2011 it became apparent through leaked
documents that some members of Lulzsec were using HMA to hide their identities. This led to the FBI
getting a UK court order demanding logs from HMA, in relation to the Sony hacking undertaken by
Lulzsec. This shows that VPNs (and proxies) do not offer full protection for infringers, as court orders may
allow for access to the logs of such services.
Onion Routing
With a similar focus on encryption and hiding communication to that of VPNs, more complex mechanisms
are available like onion routing. Onion routing provides a way for two parties - a connection initiator and a
connection responder – to communicate with each other anonymously. In particular, it will hide the
destinations of all communications initiated by the user. Any outside observers will not be able to tell
whom the user is communicating with and for how long.
To achieve this goal, onion routing initially uses Public Key Encryption to set up multiple layers of
encryption around the original data packet, thus creating an object called an onion. This onion will follow a
specific route through the network, and at each route a layer of encryption will be peeled off. Once the
onion reaches its destination, it will have been reduced to the original data packet. When a router
decrypts the onion using its private key, it will only get the address of the next router along the path. So
no router will ever know the full path that is travelled by the onion. Since no outside observer will be able
to follow an onion while it is travelling through the network, the communication is completely anonymous.
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Tor (The Onion Router) is the largest and most advanced implementation of onion routing in use today.
Run by volunteers, there are over six thousand Tor proxy servers (also called relays or nodes) on the
Internet that provides the routing paths (double the number in 2013). To distribute reliable router lists,
along with their public keys and IP addresses, Tor provides special "directory servers", which are
machines that active routers register with. Onion proxies (users of the Tor network run an onion proxy on
their machine) can then query directory servers and get up-to-date lists of routers on the network. The
routes always involve at least three nodes, and the routes are changed every ten minutes or so. The
public keys are periodically rotated for increased security.
Individuals can use Tor to keep websites from tracking them, or to connect to news sites, instant
messaging services, etc. when these are blocked by their local Internet providers. Individuals can also
use Tor for socially sensitive communication: chat rooms and web forums for rape and abuse survivors,
or people with illnesses. Journalists use Tor to communicate more safely with whistleblowers and
dissidents. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) use Tor to allow their workers to connect to their
home website while they're in a foreign country, without notifying everybody nearby that they're working
with that organization.
It should be noted that throughout the Tor website, they discourage the use of BitTorrent with Tor, both
from the anonymity perspective and also the heavy traffic perspective. In the warning section they clearly
29
state that it is not safe under any circumstances to use Tor and BitTorrent together , and within the
30
Q&A that "many users don't understand or care that Tor can't currently handle file-sharing traffic load".
The setup of Tor means that the user traffic bounces around the world through different computers before
arriving at the destination, so it is inevitable that speeds are slower. Still, this does not actually stop
anyone from using BitTorrent (or any other P2P client) on Tor, and any user can do so if they wish.
According to the Guardian in early 2014, GlobalWebIndex reported that 11% of the aggregated market
31
research data from 170,000 Internet users use Tor, which equates to as many as 45.13 million people .
In IDATE’s opinion, usage for content consumption (including large files) seems rather limited, due
to limited bandwidth.
Seedbox
Seedboxes are premium services leveraging similar concepts to those described above. A seedbox is a
private dedicated server exclusively used for the uploading and downloading of torrent files. Seedboxes
generally make use of the BitTorrent protocol and are usually connected to a high-speed network, often
with a bandwidth between 100 Mbit/s and 1Gbit/s (the faster option being more expensive). Files are
downloaded from the peers to the seedbox, and from there, they can be downloaded at high speeds to
the user's personal computer at any time and from any place that has an Internet connection.
Most seedboxes run on the Linux operating system which helps to make them fast, inexpensive and
secure. However, users do not need to know anything about Linux to use them. Unlike many hosting
companies that just provide a server and expect users to know how to administrate it, most seedboxes
like those provided by Seedbox Hosting, seednet.eu, etc. are easy to use, giving users the full control of
their seedbox right from their web browser.
Seedboxes are mostly used by people who share a lot of files, and those who want to keep a good
upload/download ratio on one of the elite private BitTorrent trackers. Since seedboxes upload files
at high speeds, most private BitTorrent tracker sites use them as a favour to their members by ensuring
high download speeds. When a file is first introduced to a network of potential downloaders, it is often a
seedbox that provides the high-speed bandwidth for the initial swarm to grab and seed the file.
From an anti-piracy agent point of view, seedboxes are quite similar to anonymous proxies. All they will
be able to see is the seedbox IP address, since a user using a seedbox will never have to connect to the
swarm. The user doesn’t even need a BitTorrent client on his computer.
There are many providers, and as with VPNs there are sites which compare seedboxes to give their
views on which are the best. Examples of popular seedbox providers include RapidSeedBox and
DediSeedBox. In any case, the use of seedboxes is generally rare, and certainly not attractive for casual
infringers looking to gain contents for free, in IDATE’s opinion.
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Anonymous and Encrypted P2P
The previous techniques essentially relyied on the use of traditional BitTorrent solutions, with the help of
an add-on privacy technique to hide from detection agencies. Other approaches are radically different
and involve new P2P solutions that include by default encryption and/or a privacy technique. IP detection
of middlemen is still possible but proving infringement of the end-user and/or the middlemen is more
complex.
The increased protection usually comes with higher complexity for the end-user. Mass users are very
unlikely to use such solutions, which also are of significantly smaller scale than Bittorrent and therefore
have less available content and fewer opportunities to download content.
Anonymous P2P are usually specific networks on which P2P clients are connected. These networks
provide anonymity by defining specific routing overlay networks:
• A peer is connected to a few other peers (neighbours), who are connected to other peers as well.
• A peer only knows the IP address of his/her neighbours, and does not know the IP address of the
other peers.
• All peers are identified by a “virtual address” or a pseudonym that is usually a cryptographic key. All
peers can know the virtual address of any other peers.
• A request for a file is made by asking neighbours, who ask to their neighbours and so on, until the
requested file is found.
• The file transfer is made through multiple intermediaries, (with an Anti-Piracy peer). A peer who is only
a receiver is likely to be detected by other neighbours, and the latter would know that requests are
only for him/her. In order to stay “anonymous”, a peer has to transport information for others on the
network.
Encrypted P2P is, as the name suggests, an encrypted P2P system, usually directly associated to a
specific network or to a P2P client. Then, it can be easily associated to anonymous P2P networks.
Two encryption techniques can be used for such networks or clients:
• Protocol encryption or obfuscation: the aim of this method is to avoid DPI or ISP detection. It will hide
data that shows the type of traffic (here P2P). It will not hide the content of the communication.
• Message stream encryption: this method will hide the whole message, avoiding knowing whether the
content is copyrighted or not.
These techniques are usually used together, but do not hide the IP address. Anyone who uses an
encrypted P2P client can know the IP address of another peer. The encryption uses keys that are
distributed to the sender and to the receiver by a third party. Contrary to encrypted cloud services, the
content is only encrypted during its transfer, and is not encrypted on the peer’s computer.
There are currently few encrypted and/or anonymous P2P solutions. Many of the systems created in
the period 2006-2010 are no longer maintained by their creators (table 5 below). The main network still
working is I2P (Invisible Internet Project), and remains the most used encrypted and anonymous network.
I2P received (relatively) high media coverage in January 2015 due to the black market “Silk Road
Reloaded”. Whereas its predecessors Silk Road and Silk Road 2.0 ran on Tor, after the latter was seized
by authorities in November 2014, Silk Road Reloaded was relaunched on I2P. I2P in itself is similar to
Tor, in that messages are sent through a sequence of peers before reaching their destination to preserve
anonymity, with all communication encrypted end to end, using public key cryptography. One key
advantage I2P holds over Tor is that it is designed and optimised for hidden services (such as the Silk
Road), and thus much faster than in Tor, and is also fully distributed and self-organising (whereas Tor has
32
a directory based approach). PopCorn has also mentioned its intention to use I2P in its system .
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Tribler, detailed in the Appendix, is another example of an anonymous encrypted P2P service. It can be
thought of as a combination of Tor and BitTorrent; a P2P file sharing protocol which also deploys Tor-like
mechanisms in order to preserve anonymity and encrypt the contents. It is being developed at Delft
University in the Netherlands with the official backing of the EU. A mobile version for Android was
launched in January 2013 and as of October 2015 it saw a few thousand users per month (detailed stats
are available on the Tribler site).
Table 5:

Example of anonymous or encrypted solutions no longer maintained

Solution / System
MUTE

Stealthnet (previously
RShare)
Anomos

Description
MUTE was an anonymous and encrypted network, but has not been maintained since
2007. Calypso was the last client using the network, after NapShare (stopped in 2005)
and Kommute (stopped in 2010).
RShare was a file sharing software to exchange files anonymously and through
encrypted communications. RShare became Stealthnet, but the latter has not developed
since 2011.
Anomos was a P2P protocol based on BitTorrent that ensured pseudonymous and
encrypted file exchange. The encryption part was realized through the TOR network.
Only the central tracker was able to know the identity (IP address) of the peers, and what
they were downloading. The project has not been maintained since 2010.

Source: IDATE

Friend-to-Friend (F2F or Darknets)
Friend-to-friend networks, also called darknets, are a particular type of anonymous P2P network
in which users only make direct connections with people they know. Communications between
nodes are usually encrypted and are routed through other nodes to make it extremely difficult to
determine who is requesting the data and what the data is.
Many F2F networks support indirect anonymous or pseudonymous communication between users who
do not know or trust one another. For example, a node in a friend-to-friend overlay can automatically
forward a file (or a request for a file) anonymously between two friends, without telling either of them the
other's name or IP address.
These friends can in turn forward the same file (or request) to their own friends, and so on. Users in a
friend-to-friend network cannot find out who else is participating beyond their own circle of friends, so F2F
networks can grow in size without compromising their users' anonymity.
The difference between “classic” anonymous P2P networks (also called clearnets) and F2F networks
(darknets) lies in the way a node on the network selects peer nodes:
• In a clearnet network, peer nodes are discovered automatically. There is no configuration required but
little control available over which nodes become peers.
• In a darknet network, users manually establish connections with nodes run by people they know.
Darknet typically needs more effort to set up but a node only has trusted nodes as peers.
F2F networks may allow only mutually trusted peers to participate. In this case, they are called private
P2P networks. However, in IDATE’s opinion, such networks are usually made up of a few dozen
people and are therefore really underground solutions, far from mass users.
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Synthesis
VPN and proxies are by far the most popular solutions currently used, with around 15 to 20% of
file-sharing users already using such solutions in 2011. This represents a significant increase
33 34
compared to 2009 , . Among the people who use file-sharing software in the USA, little over 15 percent
use tools to hide their IP-address online. Further analysis reveals that in particular younger adults hide
their IP-addresses.
The collaboration between The Pirate Bay and the Cybernorms research group at Sweden’s Lund
University has resulted in their first academic publication in April 2012 (“Law, norms, piracy and online
anonymity”). The researchers surveyed 75,000 people from all over the world (the survey was conducted
over three days in April 2011) The researchers found that of all respondents 17.9 percent already make
35
efforts to hide their IP-addresses from the rest of the Internet (for which close to a quarter is paid ).
Another 51.4 percent do not use anonymising services, but show an interest in signing up for one.
The paper alleges that the use of VPNs and proxies will increase as a direct result of the copyright
enforcement and piracy monitoring initiatives that have been discussed or implemented in recent years.
Around 8% of the traffic hitting the Pirate Bay was done in 2013 via proxied IP addresses, a percentage
36
the website argues could be potentially higher, according to DSL reports .
VPN and proxies offer the best balance between efficiency against direct detection and technicaleconomic incentives. They are therefore the prime candidates for mass-market development. But they
are unlikely to attract all users. Efficient solutions (VPN, software-based proxies) are often paid
solutions, while other solutions are less reliable or less automated, making them not really
attractive and introducing new risks (see section 5.4).
VPN or proxies can nonetheless be blocked themselves (see next section) by ISPs. Some content
providers are also blocking them in the context of geofiltering. Netflix is starting to block subscribers who
access its service using VPN services and other tools that bypass geolocation restrictions. The changes,
which may also affect legitimate users, have been requested by the movie studios who want full control
37
over what people can see in their respective countries .
Other solutions are easier but not good enough to avoid detection (like blocklists) and therefore have to
be used in combination with other solutions, or are not attractive in terms of performance (onion routing,
Wi-Fi to a lesser extent) or cost (seedboxes) for mass-market users. Alternative P2P solutions designed
to include privacy by default are too complex to use for mass users and lack scale to be attractive
enough. Many projects have been closed in the recent years, due to lack of interest for such services.
Apart from Tor or Wi-Fi connections, which have other significant drawbacks, none of the privacy
techniques offer enough protection for infringers, due to their centralised architecture and so are
not really popular.
Anti-piracy efforts targeting individual infringers can therefore lead to detection of most users, and at least
of most mass users, who will avoid premium detection solutions, whose cost is similar to some lawful
content offerings.

33

The researchers of the Cyber Norms sociological research project conducted in 2009 a survey among Swedes aged between 15
and 25. They found that 10 percent of them is taking measures against increasing online surveillance. They estimated that the
percentage of all Swedes who are hidden on the Internet to be as high as 6 or 7 percent.
34
In November 2011, the American Assembly (a public policy forum affiliated with Columbia University), released the “Copyright
Infringement and Enforcement in the US” report, based on 2,303 telephone interviews. Just over 13 percent of all respondents
admitted to using file-sharing software such as BitTorrent to download content.
35

The paper gives more details with a breakdown of paid users by geography. The percentage of paid users is much more
important in Western and Northern Europe than in the rest of Europe, while the overall number of anonymity users is quite similar.
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http://www.dslreports.com/shownews/124137

37

https://torrentfreak.com/netflix-cracks-down-on-vpn-and-proxy-pirates-150103/
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3.5.2. Blocking of unauthorised activities and circumvention techniques
As mentioned before, the other unauthorised activities devoted to piracy (streaming, download, indexes)
are highly centralised and therefore can be blocked.

Blocking by ISPs
To block a website, there are a few blocking techniques that can be implemented in ISP networks to
prevent access to illegal sites. These techniques can be categorised into five main groups that appeal to
38
different layers of a traditional networking stack .
As a reminder, the more accurate the filtering (through a deep analysis with precise filtering), the
more complex the blocking will be, and therefore the more fastidious the operational implementation.
Table 6:

Main blocking techniques

Blocking technique
IP blocking
BGP blocking
Blocking by DNS redirection

Blocking by content
inspection
Hybrid blocking

Goal
IP blocking uses the network layer to interrupt communication with sites blocked by
referring to IP addresses (the address of a website)
BGP blocking redirects traffic to block to a specific network router in order
to operate a particular treatment.
DNS redirection techniques do not block the communication channel between the
client and the web server, but intersperse between these and prevent the client
from obtaining the IP address of the server required to establish communication.
Other techniques used to verify the content by passing all or part
of internet traffic through DPI servers.
Hybrid techniques have emerged in order to reduce the amount of
traffic to analyse only block sites whose URLs have been clearly identified

Source: IDATE

Circumvention of website blocking by ISPs
In response to the inspection methods and blocking in place, many "circumvention technologies" have
emerged to allow users to bypass these restrictions and still access the unauthorised content or links.
In general, these techniques work by transmitting the request of an Internet user living in a
country that actively filters through an intermediary machine that is not blocked. The intermediate
machine retrieves the content requested by the user, which should be blocked by the filters, and
retransmits it. Sometimes, these technologies may be specifically designed to circumvent censorship in a
country or to fight against a specific blocking technique.
Most of these solutions can be implemented by the hosting website itself, which may be transparent for
the end-user.
Table 7:

Main circumvention techniques

Circumvention technique
Mirroring technique
Use of IP address instead of URL
(in case of DNS blocking)
IP address change (from content
provider)
Fast-flux piracy
Port number change
DNS configuration change
Use of proxies
Anonymized networks like TOR
(The Onion Router)

Objective
To reduce the use of content on the web host servers while
increasing availability
To directly use the IP address of the server hosting the content to block
Transparent for the user who retrieves the new IP address from the content
server by DNS query
To host illegal content by hacking computers of private users without their
knowledge
To escape the Port Blocking technique (blocking level 4 only), e.g. http
proxy that filters port 80 only
To modify the DNS server in the network configuration
To use a third party proxy server, located in a different domain to
the filtering ISP
To route the packets without any traffic analysis cannot identify the
user or discover the content of the packets.

Source: IDATE
38

Also called OSI model, a specific framework where the layer 1 refers to the physical one and the layer 7 to the application one.
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Assessment of efficiency of blocking solutions
Blocking centralised indexes is usually efficient towards the targeted websites, as most circumvention
techniques are not really effective, especially to continue to be used by mass users. But usage can shift
to similar copycat services very rapidly.
General feedback from recent service blockings in the UK
Key findings of different studies show that ISP site blocks have had a significant impact on all
blocked sites analysed for the UK, with all categories showing a significant decline in usage.
Indeed, on average, sites in the UK lose 73.2% of their Alexa estimated usage following a site block and
39
maintain those levels consistently over time .
Moreover, where a site is blocked and all relevant domains and proxies are caught within the order and in
subsequent notifications to ISPs, there is an impact on both the sites themselves in reducing usage and
on the overall UK top 250 unauthorised sites, with a decline in overall usage of sites within the UK top
250 unauthorised sites.
Figure 30:

Change in UK Alexa estimated usage for UK top 250 unauthorised sites, comparison of UK and
global control, from January 2013 and August 2014

Source: Incopro, March 2015

Nevertheless, some studies show that in the long term, usage (and underlying content traffic) still
increases, even though a severe drop occurred after a blocking decision.
With the Popcorn Time example, as described previously, all content is pulled in from the YIFY movie
database. Depending on the content, the application uses different torrents (Movies are uploaded by
YTS, TV Show episodes from EZTV).
The blocking order for the site was obtained in July 2013 and implemented by ISPs in the same month.
The following graph shows the UK Alexa estimated usage from January 2013 to August 2014 for EZTV.

39

http://www.incopro.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Site-Blocking-Efficacy-UK-revised-19-03-2015.pdf
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Figure 31:

Change in UK Alexa estimated usage for EZTV, from January 2013 and August 2014

Source: Incopro

The data provided by Alexa show the blocking order caused a further drop, leading to the site losing
traffic from October 2013 to February 2014. However, the Alexa graph shows a slight increasing trend in
traffic to the site from March 2014. No real reasons have been provided but it seems that
circumvention techniques have been used for this site, especially through proxy technique (like
that promoted by the site itself). Nonetheless, the impact is still significant, with a lot of users
having shifted to either lawful services and/or other unauthorised services but with less scale,
which both limit the piracy volume.

3.5.3. Other risks and issues that could deter users from unauthorised activities
Many of the solutions presented previously are unlikely to attract mass users, as they are either too
complex to use (DNS change, anonymous P2P) or not efficient enough (like ToR). In addition,
anonymous P2P solutions (even encrypted ones) lack the scale to offer attractive content and are not
fully protected from the detection agencies (middlemen can be caught), even though many users are not
even afraid of being caught. More secure solutions have even less scale like newsgroup or F2F networks,
which basically allow exchanges between small groups and communities.
The most efficient techniques for infringers remain proxies and VPNs, which only provide sufficient
performances for massive piracy with paid versions. This will deter a significant number of users, but cost
is not always the main issue regarding content (except may be for premium). Some users even pay VPNs
and Netflix to consume the US version of Netflix with a bigger content catalogue (the VPN is used to
avoid Netflix geofiltering). While the active pirates’ numbers might drop, they should remain significant
with these two techniques, especially for heavy users of unauthorised content.
In addition to these limiting factors (cost, ease of use, possibility to still be detected), there are other
risks and issues that users face when accessing unauthorised content. Typical concerns include:
• Exposure to malicious software and viruses. Malware and viruses can be activated without the
knowledge of the user.
• Loss of privacy. Pirate solutions and circumvention techniques may use tracking mechanisms (like
cookies) to collect personal data that may be used in other circumstances (advertising, etc.).
• Identity theft. Paid solutions (proxies, VPNs, seedboxes) require some form of account creation with
payment details. Such details may be then stolen (with the piracy solution acting as a honeypot to
collect payment data) and reused.
• Accuracy and quality of content. Indexes do not provide any guarantee on the availability of content.
Links can be broken or point to wrong content (fake content, sometimes at the initiative of copyright
holders). Pirate solutions do not obviously offer any guarantee in terms of content quality.
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40

In the annual BSA Global Software Survey , 60% of respondents put loss of data or personal
information as the top fear when using pirated software.

Source: BSA

The biggest concerns indeed focus on exposure to malware and loss of privacy. Indeed, 7% of UK
Internet users that had not downloaded any content types evoked the “fear they may have viruses/
malware/ spyware (source: Online Copyright Infringement Tracker). The number rises to 22% for all users
in general.
41
In a survey led in Finland , reasons given for not downloading or for limiting piracy included fear of
downloading viruses or malware, that the content did not match the description, or that it was difficult to
find and was of poor quality.

Source: Online Copyright Infringement Tracker, Intellectual Property Office 2015

Identity theft (especially regarding payment details) is also a concern and therefore an additional barrier
for more usage, but it seems less important. Indeed, most users do not pay at all for piracy activities.
There is generally some reluctance (amongst infringers) to subscribe to illegal streaming services, as
there is reticence towards sharing personal information (source: Online Copyright Infringement Tracker).

40

http://globalstudy.bsa.org/2013/downloads/studies/2013GlobalSurvey_Study_en.pdf

41

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/may/06/piracy-film-music-study-pay-illegal-download-damage
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Figure 32:

Impacts of piracy

Source: Digital Entertainment Survey 2013
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4. Attractiveness of lawful content offerings
This chapter focuses on legal offerings and analyses its attractiveness. Major innovations around the
business models, coming from the Web in general, have made content more attractive over time, with the
introduction of advertising, freemium and subscriptions. Cloud is also a key innovation, used in
combination with streaming for basic offerings and allowing advanced usage like content transfer
between devices.
Beyond the cost, at least for most premium content, which can deter some users, there are still many
barriers that can make it difficult to consume legal contents and entice users to look for unauthorised
contents. The main barriers are generally related to the availability of contents, which is highly linked with
the business models of content providers and the technical limits associated with usage of a purchased
content, despite cloud-based solutions.

4.1. Business environment
The content industry is progressively adapting to the disruptions introduced by the Internet and the digital
economy in general. The Internet allows the content industry to operate with lower costs (zero technical
marginal cost) and fewer intermediaries, which can help to implement disruptive models, including
advertising. But the content industry is also trying to accommodate itself with its legacy business
approaches involving price discrimination or exclusivity for premium contents. Strategies are different
depending on the type of content and its maturity in terms of digitalization. The music industry is for
instance already highly digital and therefore more advanced in terms of new approaches, while more
traditional industries try to protect their old models.

4.1.1. Business models of lawful content offerings
A limited number of revenue models apply to the online distribution of both digital content and software.
The sales of unitary content or software solutions through an online store replicates the traditional
approach of the physical world. But Internet has also allowed the large scale development of innovative
business models, already present in the physical world, but with different value chains and models:
• rental of unitary content
• monthly subscription to an online service
• free access to an online service funded by advertising
Several online services also combine Free-Ad and paying access to the so-called Freemium models.
Table 8:

Categories of content and scope of products and services covered

Name
Music
Online music store

Service type

Audio-streaming

Free-Ad
subscription

Online retail

Video
EST
VOD
SVOD

Online retail
Online rental
Subscription

FVOD

Free-Ad

www.idate.org © IDATE 2015

Definition

Price range

Sale of digital copies of albums and single 1 to 2 GBP per track
tracks
& Paid and/or free unlimited access to online 10 to 20 GBP per
catalogue of albums and single tracks
month
Sale of digital copies of films or TV shows
Rental of digital copies of films or TV shows
Paid unlimited access to online catalogue of
films and TV shows
Free unlimited access to online catalogue of
films and TV shows

5 to 16 GBP
1 to 5 GBP
10 to 20 GBP per
month
-
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Name
eBooks
Online Bookstore

Service type

Definition

Online retail

Sale of digital copies of books

Online library

Subscription

Paid unlimited access to online catalogue of
eBooks

Video Games
AAA video games
Massive
Multiplayer
Online Game
Social games

Software
Software store
Freeware
Online solution

Online retail
Sale of digital copies of video games
Subscription or item Paid online access to online playing platform
selling
Free-Ad & item selling Free to download or free access to online
platform with possibility to purchase virtual
items
Online retail
Free & Free-Ad
Subscription

Sale of software solutions
Free software of any kind
Paid Online access to software solutions

Price range
1 to 16 GBP per
eBook
10 GBP per month

35 to 50 GBP
10-15 GBP/month
Variable

Highly variable
Variable

Source: IDATE.

Over recent years, business models applying to content and software offers distributed on the Internet
have shifted from unitary transactional models to subscription based or Free-Ad access to online
catalogues. In general, price positioning on online stores is similar to that of physical retail distribution or
just slightly lower. Price levels on unitary sales, and to a lesser extent on online rental, may appear high
as this new generation of services led by Spotify or Netflix provides unlimited access to a large number of
titles for about 10 GBP per month.

Music
On the music market, the appearance of audio-streaming services such as Spotify Pandora or Deezer,
based on a Freemium revenue model, contributed to the surge of legal music consumption in volume,
while sales of digital copies of albums or digital tracks, sold around 1 to 2 GBP per track to sometimes
more than 10 GBP for a complete album, seem to have reached a plateau. More recently, a new series of
subscription based only audio-streaming services, operated by Internet giants such as Apple Music and
Google Play Music, emerged aiming to support a more balanced value distribution with right-owners.

Video
As well as on the music market, subscription based services (SVOD) such as Netflix or Amazon Prime
Instant Video (formerly LOVEFiLM), costing around 10 GBP per month, have contributed to the increase
of legal video consumption over the Internet. As a comparison, the selling price of only one recent title, on
iTunes or Amazon Instant Video, can reach 16 GBP.

eBook
The same is occurring on the eBook market where unitary sales can cost more than a monthly
subscription to an online library such as Amazon's Kindle Unlimited. To a certain extent, the high prices of
unitary titles can be seen as a motivation for online piracy while the spread of Free-Ad, subscription
based and Freemium formulas tend to increase the willingness to pay for content.

Video games and software
The video game and software markets differ, as products tend to be platform based. If the prices of AAA
games remain really high and can motivate illegal practice, the rise of Freemium Massively Multiplayer
Online Games (MMOG) or social games should help to foster the decline of piracy. In addition, free online
software platforms or suites, published by Internet giants (such as Google Docs) or independents (like
Open Office), can be a substitute to stand-alone solutions sold on a unitary basis.
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4.1.2. Rights ownership: impacts on availability of content in legal offerings
The barriers to promoting attractive service offers for consumers are not only technical. Rights ownership
and selective distribution over the various distribution channels is also a major issue. This is one of the
major reasons why copyright holders do not make their content available on some platforms, as they can
potentially generate more revenues from other distribution channels. The unavailability of content can
lead users to try to find the same content on illegal solutions.

Movies and TV Shows Premiere rights ownership
Mainly used in the video industry, exclusive distribution agreements are signed for defined territories and
release windows. They are key levers to building premium content offers. However, the high
concentration of rights ownership of most popular content may create market distortion by
decreasing the potential competitiveness of contender offers. As an example in the UK, Sky has
exclusive licensing agreements with all the major US studios for the premieres of their movies. Within at
least one year after their cinema release, the titles are only available through Sky broadcast TV channels
and OTT service Now TV. As a result, most movies available on Netflix or Amazon Prime have already
been aired on Pay and FTA TV, lowering their unitary attractiveness. In reaction, top OTT video
companies are increasing their investments in original content (mainly Series), and have begun to
produce and distribute new programs on a regular basis.
Below is an illustration of the main licensing contracts between the major US studios and European
broadcasters for exclusive premieres of their content:
Figure 33:

Ownership of rights to air premieres of movies from the 6 major North American studios in the
major Europeans markets as of 30 December 2014
(Disney Studios, 20th Century Fox, Universal, Warner Bros., Sony Pictures, Paramount)

Source: IDATE, Netflix in Europe, December 2014

Channel discrimination in the music industry
Relations between music publishers and radio broadcasters are based on the model of licenses. Radio
stations are free to broadcast any song. Fees are collected afterward by performance rights organizations
(mainly PRS in the UK) and redistributed to right-holders.
On the Internet, audio-streaming services such as Spotify or Deezer are redistributing part of their
revenues to right-owners as well. These services, based on a freemium business model, have attained
considerable popular success in recent years. However, most users still favour free access over
premium-paying status. As of December 2014, Spotify had 60 million active users worldwide for only 15
million premium subscribers. The proportion of paying members is tending to decrease.
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Figure 34:

Evolution of number of Spotify Active Users and premium Subscribers Worldwide

Source : http://www.spotifyartists.com/spotify-explained/ ; 01/10/2015

The success of free-ad audio-streaming services contributed to the drop of more lucrative CD and online
single tracks and digital album sales in volume and value. In reaction, certain music publishers and
major artists, such as the Beatles or Taylor Swift, tend to favour traditional distribution channels
and transactional on-demand services over subscription or advertising based OTT.
More recently, newcomers such as Google Play Music, Apple Music or the Jay-Z owned Tidal have
launched subscription only audio services, proposing more interesting value distribution schemes for
right-owners.

The windowing of eBook distribution on the Internet
On the Internet, eBook availability is based on a windowing system. Best-sellers and the most recent
titles tend to be distributed on a unitary basis while older titles can be part of online libraries. As in the
music industry, certain writers and editors have only agreed to retail distribution.

A multi-sectorial video game market
Video game distribution over the Internet covers three segments:
• Distribution platforms which allow gamers to download AAA , casual or indie game software;
42

• Massive Multiplayer games accessed online (MMOG);
• Social games.
Distribution platforms are mainly operated by pure-players, subsidiaries of game publishers or physical
retailers. Their offers can vary greatly according to the marketing target (hardcore gamers, casual
gamers or indie players) and distribution agreement with game publishers. To summarize, publishers'
platforms tend to focus on the owner's catalogue rather than that of pure players or retailers.
By definition, Massive Multiplayer online games can only be accessed using a proprietary
platform. They are not directly substitutable one to another. Furthermore the market is highly
43
concentrated as the top 10 titles account for more than 95 % of the market in value .
Social games rely on the virality of social media over the internet. They allow information to be passed
instantly and on a massive scale from user to user, within groups of friends and within user groups. In the
UK, as well as in Europe, the vast majority of these games are supported and shared through Facebook
which is the almost exclusive "distribution platform" for these products.

42
AAA, pronounced triple A, qualifies games with the highest development and marketing budgets. They are mainly developed by
major game publishers.
43

IDATE. Video Games in the Cloud, June 2015.
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The rise of free-to-use software
Software piracy mainly focuses on system software (mainly OS) and business software which can be
used without license or subject to counterfeit. Over the past five years, free substitutive software suites
(such as Open Office or Google Chrome based office tools) have been released by independent
developers as well as Internet giants.
Moreover, the ongoing shift of use from production oriented devices (PC) to consumption oriented
devices, based on a closed ecosystem (smartphone, tablets), and the proliferation of free apps distributed
through online stores tend to lower both the availability and need for unauthorised software.

4.1.3. Availability of legal offerings
Due to windowing strategies, fragmentation of digital platforms and sometimes less favourable business
models (than legacy business models), copyright holders may not provide their content on digital
platforms. The situation varies depending on the maturity of the digitization process for each type of
content.
Online content services are mainly competing on four dimensions:
• catalogue size
• price & pricing model(s)
• device availability
• availability of most popular titles.
The detailed benchmarks of legal offers is provided in Appendix.
Table 9:
Category
Music

Video

eBook

Video Game

Software

Competitiveness synthesis:
Value factors
•
Low prices and free-ad services
•
Vast catalogue (near-exhaustive)
•
Availability of recent titles and major artists under subscription and
free plans
•
Low prices for subscription based offers
•
Vast catalogue
•
Unavailability of recent titles, mostly on the cinema segment
•
Recent titles only available on EST or rental VOD
•
Low/medium prices
•
Limited catalogue size for subscription services
•
Catalogue focuses on old references
•
Recent titles only available in online stores
•
Atomization of distribution channels on the distribution platform
segment
•
Catalogues of various size
•
Unequal availability of major titles
•
Proliferation of free Apps
•
Large amount of substitutive offer

Attractiveness
High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium/High

Source: IDATE

Video
Due to contractual releasing windows, most popular and recent films and TV shows are available in
definitive download (EST) or rental VOD but a significantly lower proportion of these are listed in
SVOD catalogues. According to the KPMG report: UK Availability of film and TV Titles in the Digital Age,
respectively 86 % and 61 % of the most popular and critically acclaimed movies and TV Shows were
available on digital sales platforms when only 39 % and 31 % were available in SVOD. Even if catalogues
are vast, the competitiveness of the overall legal video offer is reduced, as some titles remain unavailable
under an affordable subscription plan for a long time.
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Figure 35:

Proportion of most popular film and TV titles available by business model as at December 2013
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Source: IDATE according to KPMG, UK Availability of film and TV Titles in the Digital Age, December 2014

Music
Online music offerings mostly compete on the price and volume criteria. The availability of most
popular titles is rather homogeneous among the different platforms. Due to the large number of
titles included and the quasi-exhaustiveness in the selection of recent hits, both free-ad and subscription
based offers are highly competitive as compared to unauthorised channels.

ebooks
Digital copies of recent bestsellers are only available in online bookstores while only old titles are
included in online libraries. Among the main online offers (Kindle Unlimited, iBooks and Oyster),
Amazon’s value mainly relies on the complementarity between its bundled subscription service and its
main online store. Apple's iBooks is an online bookstore without a subscription option. It clearly plays on
the volume criteria while Oyster proposes fewer references of which a wider proportion are included in the
subscription formulas. Due to the absence of recent and past bestsellers in the subscription offer and high
concentration on the offer–side (soon enhanced with the announced closure of Oyster), the
competitiveness of eBook stores and online libraries remains low.

Software and games
Due to their centralised distribution and high dependence on social features, both massive multiplayer
games and social games are difficult to counterfeit. The availability of titles on online distribution
platforms is highly heterogeneous. Only Steam (steampowered.com) and Battle.net (an Activision
subsidiary) have managed to reach large audiences. The market remains highly atomized.
As many free substitutive solutions are emerging on the software market, the need for downloading or
accessing infringing versions has tended to drop.

4.2. The transition to cloud
The other major revolution for content has been the use of cloud technologies, as enablers for streaming
and usage through multiple devices. Cloud is developing in general as a way to optimize content storage
and have access anywhere, anytime, for any device. There are two main approaches being developed
around cloud with personal cloud and provider cloud.
In personal cloud services (media or generic) like Dropbox or iCloud, the user organises the storage of
the content on remote servers. A third party provides hosting facilities but not rights management. The
service may therefore store both lawful and unauthorised content. There is a copy of content per user.
Any device of the user will try to access this exact copy and the device will have to locally handle any
technical issues associated (DRMs, formats, etc.)
In other provider cloud services like Netflix for instance, storage is operated under the responsibility of the
content provider, in charge of both storage facilities and rights management. Only lawful content is
therefore available. The user does not store any content, but has access to a copy to which he/she
holds rights. This approach is therefore more about rights management than storage. Several users have
access to the same copy of content, which is often optimised in the context of the specifications of the
device (appropriate DRM, format, etc.).
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4.2.1. Generic personal cloud
Generic personal clouds, such as Dropbox, are by default cloud storage services. This means that any
user can upload contents into the cloud, whether authorised or not, and be accessed by any person (from
any device) with access to that particular cloud account. Normally, such an account is protected by a
username and password, and is designed to be used by only one individual, but it is possible to create
such a cloud account and then share the details among others to share contents (see sharing of
credentials, as discussed earlier).
Dropbox announced they had 400 million registered users in June 2015, up from 300 million in May 2014
(although monthly active user numbers have not been announced). There are no figures concerning how
many of these users engage in unauthorised content delivery and consumption, but the sharing
capabilities of the service itself remain fairly limited. Also streaming is not possible, which means that
users have to download the entire content to use it (remote access but not remote consumption). Thus
overall, it seems logical to assume in IDATE’s view that unauthorised content consumption
through such generic cloud services remains fairly limited.

4.2.2. Media personal cloud
A similar concept to the generic personal cloud, the difference being that the specific purpose of media
personal cloud is to store media content. The main difference is that most media cloud providers
have negotiated royalties with copyright holders to allow the storage of contents. While lawful use
is predominant, it is still possible however to store unauthorised content and also share account details
and transfer / consume contents.
A typical example would be iCloud, which stores all contents bought in iTunes, iBooks and the App Store,
accessible by multiple Apple devices. As with generic personal clouds, the general concept is to have
only one account per individual, and in the case of iCloud accessible devices are often restricted to Apple
devices (limited functionalities for other devices). The last official figures released by Apple for iCloud was
300 million users in April 2013. More recent estimates include 450 million users as of March 2014.

4.2.3. Digital Rights Lockers
A few solutions focus on trying to provide approaches that allow content consumption through
different devices (like for unauthorised content) by focusing on rights management. Cloud-centric
management rights allow the streaming or downloading of content from the cloud to multiple devices
without having to transfer the content between devices. This is often very complex to do for lawful content
offerings across multiple devices, due to limited compatibility or DRM restrictions, and may encourage
users to turn to piracy.
In the concept of Digital Rights Lockers (DRL), a set of rights is associated to digital contents allowing the
management of content access for users. DRLs allow users to access content that they own on a variety
of platforms without being concerned by rights management. A central platform/depository is in
charge of managing the rights and identification through a range of different compatible devices
and across multiple content providers and content retailers. Users buy rights along with physical or
digital content. In this concept, as far as content providers are associated to the DRL systems, only lawful
contents are allowed.
Today, DRLs are not fully widespread and only UltraViolet has gone commercial since 2012, but there
are other DRL-like initiatives including Disney’s Keychest (now part of Disney Movies Anywhere), Coral
Consortium (limited activity since 2009) and Digital Media Project (limited activity since 2009). The
initiatives gather studios, device manufacturers, technology providers and retailers, the whole production
consortia. For now, DRL systems manage video content only.
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UltraViolet
UltraViolet (UVVU or UV) is an ecosystem for interoperable electronic content. Launched in 2011 in the
US, it is a branded system allowing consumers to purchase movies and TV shows (along with rights) from
any participating retailers (see Appendix), to access to the cloud-based collection and play content
regardless of device and location. The concept of UltraViolet is based on the authentication of digital
rights and on the cloud system.
Basically, once created, the UltraViolet account allows access to the TV shows or movies purchased
(physical disc or digital) in the cloud from any compatible devices. The content can then be streamed or
downloaded (on UltraViolet players only) from the library without geofiletring.
As of September 2015, the system is available in 13 markets and 24 million UltraViolet accounts are
registered worldwide from 8 million in December 2012. While the penetration rate is relatively high in the
44
US with an estimated 15% of penetration in households , the expansion of the system elsewhere
remains modest.
In the UK, UltraViolet was launched in 2011; so far 1.5 million accounts had been created by late
2015, the most international number of accounts. The household penetration rate reached 4% in 2014
and is quite hopeful when compared to the lower penetration rate of Blu-ray disc of 2.8% at the same time
due to the involvement of major retailers such as Sainsbury and Tesco (former owner of Blinkbox)
and the marketing campaign launched by the BVA (British Video Association).
The catalogue has grown since the participation of major retailers such as Wal-Mart. Over 17000 TV
shows and movies are currently available as of September 2015 against 7200 in 2012.
From the users’ perspective, UltraViolet may lack some visibility and advertising. Interest in
UltraViolet is likely to increase according to a NPD Group Digital Video Adoption Monitor survey led in
2014; though this mainly applies to US consumers. 44% of consumers have heard of UV and recognized
the logo. And among UltraViolet registered users, 91% are satisfied with the service (+8% from 2013
survey) and 82% are said to plan to use the service in the future in the same survey.
However, even the provision of UltraViolet is not immune to unauthorised activity. Consumers have found
a way to bypass the system limiting unauthorised copying. The main technique used to circumvent the
lock is the resale of UltraViolet rights. Typically, buyers of DVD or Blu-Ray disc who don’t want to use the
portability to digital copies are able to sell the activation code delivered with the disc. Actually, some
offerings of UltraViolet rights have been seen on eBay for 1$ or 2$. Buyers of the codes are then allowed
to download the movie.

Other related solutions
Licensed Digital Rights Cloud
By subscribing to a Licensed Digital Rights Cloud service, users get rights for all of the content
purchased (before or after, even for contents from other service providers or acquired illegally).
The offer is based on a “scan and match” feature helping to identify all of the content to be later
accessed. The content library is scanned and analysed. For content match with the library of the content
distributor, there is a cloudification (rights given but no upload). Otherwise, the content is uploaded.
Generally, DRM-free versions are provided.
This kind of service is mainly offered by major OTT players and is typically music centric with iTunes
Match, Amazon Cloud Player Premium and now Google Play Music. Though there are also services
enabled by third parties like CatchMedia. Here, rights management is not multi-vendor as each solution is
pushed by vendors. Such services apparently remain marginal.
Digital copy (Disc-to-Digital)
Digital copy solution is based on the concept of providing a digital copy to users that have already
acquired a DVD or Blu-Ray or any physical content. Users get a code to redeem a digital copy (most of
the solutions also require a specific disc providing the instructions and avoiding users having to input the
URL or look for the website for redemption). The service allows the possibility to provide a digital copy for
discs purchased as a paid service.
This solution has never yet been able to become mainstream. Key players include Disney and
increasingly major retailers provide such services such as Blinkbox (formerly owned by Tesco) and WalMart (with its service called vudu).
44

Jim Taylor, September 2015 : “most of the created accounts in the US come from disc physical purchase
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4.3. Technical limits (restrictions) which discourage lawful consumption
To limit the impacts of the piracy phenomenon and also for business model reasons (selling to more
users that could have shared the content), content providers have set up different types of restrictions for
the access and usage of content. Consumers may therefore face issues of service usage, which
may also encourage them to look for unauthorised offerings. The details per application are
presented in the appendix.

Account and device limitations
Typically, there is a limitation in the number of users who have access to the digital content associated to
the account. Generally it is restricted to a single account.
Nevertheless, a few plans allow the account owner to share content (“sharing plan”) with other users
for the same given account. There are different approaches. Apple integrates in its devices a feature
enabling the use of a family sharing plan (up to 6 Apple ID), some services provide a paying feature for
incremental users and a few authorize links of other profiles to the account. There is no generalization per
type of content; the sharing plan exists for all types of content covered in the study.
In addition, the amount of simultaneous access may be limited. The limitations are generally similar
per type of content services. For the video service, simultaneous streams are allowed but limited in the
number of streams (up to 4 streams) or in the number of devices (often 2 devices). For music and video
games content, only one track or one game can be played. Also, even in the case of a sharing plan
subscription, simultaneous plays are forbidden for game video services. Regarding books and software –
mainly consumed by downloading the content itself, there is no restriction in terms of simultaneous
access.
There are also limits on the number of devices that can play a given content for the majority of
services except video games services and software. For video and music content, there is a specific
limitation on the number of devices which differs according to the delivery mode: the number of devices
allowed to run on download mode is generally lower than the number of devices authorised in case of
streaming mode. It should be noted that Netflix has removed the number of limited devices per
account regardless of the delivery mode. For the other types of content, the number of devices is often
limited to 10.
Beyond the limitation of number of devices, specific rules may exist in the management of devices.
For instance, the modification of registered devices may be limited in time. For nowTV, devices can be
modified once a month, for Google Play Music, four modifications are allowed per year. There may also
be a limitation per type of device: Apple limits to 5 the number of personal computers allowed (amongst
the 6 devices authorised in the family plan) and Google Play Music at 5 the number of smartphones.
By contrast, generally - except for software app store- there are no restrictions on compatible devices
and compatible OS, services can run on a broad range of devices including competitors’ devices. For
example, Amazon music services can be played on its Fire products line but also by Apple and Google.
Though, Apple remains an exception as Apple ID is required to access any services and iBooks can also
be reached with an Apple device. But, it should be noted that Apple Music plans to make the service
available on Android. In addition, some services may not be available on certain devices, as service
providers focus first on devices offering the most potential to sell paid contents (typically Apple devices)
and then expand to other devices.
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Table 10:

Limitations on the sharing feature of different services (as of October 2015)

Type of
service
Digital Rights
Lockers

Representative
service
UltraViolet

Personal
Cloud
Licensed
Digital Rights
Cloud

Dropbox, iCloud

Video service

iTunes Match,
Amazon Cloud
Player Premium,
Google Play
Music
Netflix, Amazon
Instant video,
Now TV, Blinkbox,
iTunes

Music service

Spotify, Deezer,
Amazon Prime
Music,
GooglePlay Music
All, Tidal

Books

Kindle, iBooks

Software

Apple app store,
Google Play

Video games

Steam, battle.net,
miniclip.com

Limitation on
Multi devices

Limitations on number
of users/Sharing

Limitation on
simultaneous usage

Limitation (12
registered devices
for UV)
Implicitly unlimited

Yes (6 users per
account for UV)

Limited to 3 streams

Yes (generally 1 account
45
only )
Yes (generally 1 account
only)

No restriction but limited
by the number of devices
No restriction but limited
by the number of devices

Yes (generally 1
account)
Additional users for
Netflix through sharing
plan

Limited to 2 devices
Paying feature for
additional streams for
Netflix

Yes (generally 1
account)
Few offers with
additional users for
through sharing plan

Strictly not allowed,
generally 1 track only
(except for sharing plan)

Generally limited to 6
through family plan

No restriction but limited
by the number of devices

Limited to one account
except for a few services
with sharing plan

Not specified but implicitly
unlimited

Limited to one account
except for a few services
with sharing plan

Strictly not allowed

Restriction to 10
devices

Limitation
between 5 and 10
devices
Though,
restrictions being
removed for major
players such as
Netflix
Generally limited
to 10 devices
Limitations for a
few services on
offline mode (3 to
5 devices allowed)
while implicitly
unlimited when
streaming
Limitation,
generally 6 to 10
devices
Depends.
Limitation to 10
devices or
implicitly unlimited
No limitations

Source: IDATE

Also, in order to handle rights, some services have placed other limitations including restrictions on
download and thus orienting their service as streaming especially regarding video, music and video
games services as illustrated in the appendix. However, in the music space, more and more services are
now providing download as a feature in the prime option while in the book industry, Netflix’s Oyster
streaming offering has failed in a market with a dominant player. Mode of delivery also has an influence
on the type of storage. Typically, device makers advocate the greater use of local storage whilst pure
Internet players will tend to promote cloud-based solutions (detailed in the appendix regarding storage).
UltraViolet stands out here in terms of features, both in terms of storage and in terms of high limits for
devices and accounts.
Regarding account and device limitations, there has been no major change in the last 2 or 3 years,
except for Netflix removing the limit on the number of devices. The biggest change is indeed seen in
the transition from download services to streaming services (with the success of subscription
services), in a context of fewer limitations on streaming, which is generally easier to use anyway.

45

Multiple accounts as payant option.
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Content protection and DRM
Most lawful content offerings include some form of content protection. This is generally ensured by some
form of rights management, either through account management (e.g. media cloud), with the usual
login/password and/or DRM (Digital Rights Management solutions) in the case of video solutions (music
is now mostly DRM-free). Publishers are increasingly loading their content with DRM schemes as a
safeguard against piracy and also to control whether consumers are using their purchase properly.
The limitations of accessing content in terms of number of users, number of simultaneous readings and
number of devices can be also enforced by copy protection (encryption of the content) and by managing
the rights of users.
Globally, DRM restrictions imply the use of specific applications and/or specific media players that allow
service providers to manage the membership, differentiating freemium users from paid users and
associated rights. There are numerous DRM providers, with a few dominant solutions coming from major
technology providers who are also involved around devices and/or content distribution and that have
developed proprietary DRM solutions for video: Apple FairPlay DRM for iTunes, Microsoft Silverlight and
Google WideVine. There are four main E-book formats available today, i.e. Mobipocket, Topaz, ePub and
PDF
For video, content is generally provided with DRM while in music the DRM approach varies from one
provider to another. In this industry, content access restrictions come and go. Apple, who abandoned
DRM on music from iTunes, has reintegrated it in its Apple Music service just as Spotify does, while
Amazon has decided to supply DRM-free music tracks.
So far, major DRM systems are not interoperable. There have been several attempts in the past to
provide some interoperability between DRM systems, but these have failed. UltraViolet is the only one
that has been launched to tackle this issue of DRM interoperability, especially in the context of the surge
of streaming services.
Table 11:

Limitations on DRM supported (as of October 2015)

Type of services
Digital Right Lockers
Personal Cloud
Licensed Digital Rights Cloud
Video service
Music service
Books
Software
Video games

Limitations on DRM supported
Yes (multiple DRMs)
DRM-free
Yes (few DRMs)
Yes (generally 1 DRM)
Yes (generally proprietary solution)
Some DRM-free services
Yes (limited DRMs)
Yes (generally 1 DRM)
Yes (proprietary solution)

Source: IDATE
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4.4. Synthesis
Motivations for not using lawful contents are mainly driven by price (even though this appears to be
a secondary factor, when looking at answers like “content is too expensive” or “I can’t afford to pay”) and
convenience, which explains the faster adoption of easy-to-use content services relying on
streaming, advanced user interfaces and low pricing (free or low cost) like Netflix or Spotify or
most casual games in app stores.
Other elements like content catalogues (“content not available in legal offerings”) and technical limits like
formats or DRMs also have a real influence, but essentially for advanced users, who will still find some
lawful offerings too limited (especially video and ebooks) outside the expensive premium offerings to
avoid piracy entirely.
The scope of lawful content offerings is diverse and is unlikely to evolve significantly in the
coming years, due to business model considerations, essentially the protection of traditional
business models (especially for video and ebooks). Recent content is generally only available in pay
per act services except for music (recent content is also available on services like Spotify). Subscription
based offerings usually include large catalogues, but with many missing titles for both archives and recent
content. Still, the subscription offering is quite attractive for video, thanks to aggressive pricing and more
recently original content, while it remains quite weak for books. Lawful services are unlikely to become
significantly more attractive in the near future, with most disruptions around Netflix, Spotify, app stores
and to a lesser extent Steam already in place, but some of these services still have room for higher
adoption. Oyster has even experienced difficulty in positioning in the market for subscription book
services.
The technical limits are quite significant regarding lawful contents relying on download delivery,
as the numerous limits (storage, device, etc.) tend to make them less attractive than physical products
like DVDs which can for instance be shared, except for music which is technically standardised and DRMfree. Evolutions are unlikely and initiatives like UltraViolet trying to tackle these issues have yet to gain
significant traction in IDATE’s view. While its concept is praised, its implementation is seen as too
cumbersome for most stakeholders.
But these barriers are partly overcome in streaming-type services (de facto for storage), generally
also using advanced interfaces. The limits are less significant for streaming, at least for mass users, and
providers are implementing shared accounts to replicate (in part only) the sharing features.
In IDATE’s view, the transition to streaming in general, with attractive subscription business
models, is the biggest factor in the adoption of lawful content offerings, as it brings the necessary
convenience (and even more if the interface is advanced and the recommendation tool is powerful). The
transition is generally even stronger if the content catalogue of recent content is huge in volume and the
tariff is attractive.
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5. Evolution of content consumption
This chapter provides estimates and forecasts of the volume of files consumed online by adults 12+ in the
UK for each of the following categories of content: Music, Video, eBook, Video Game and Computer
software. Attached in the appendix, there is a detailed scope of services included. The dataset covers the
period starting from 2012 to 2018.
As mobile device penetration is constantly growing, the offering of dedicated applications and related
uses is also increasing. This chapter also provides projections of content consumption over three
categories of device: Desktop/Laptop, Smartphones and Tablet Computers.
The key elements addressed in sections 4 and 5 that are shaping the evolution of content are the
following:
• for both lawful and unauthorised services, the ease of use and accessibility of online platforms
including:
 general platform ergonomics;
 the evolutions of content discovery techniques;
 the state and perspectives of issues consumers face when accessing lawful and unauthorised online
content offers including the restriction of usage (devices, storage, DRMs, etc.) and the cost of
circumvention techniques;
• the relative attractiveness of legal compared to infringing offers. Several criteria are be taken in
account:
 the volume of content available;
 the availability of most popular content;
 the evolution of price positioning of legal offers.
• the development of antipiracy measures and their likely impacts:
 the capacity to circumvent for both high level infringers and mass users
 the trade-off with lawful offerings in terms of cost, ease of use and risks

5.1. Current consumption of lawful and unauthorised content
This section gives an overview of the current consumption of both lawful and unauthorised content in the
UK per type of content.

Breakdown per type of content
Music
Because of the rapid emergence of compressed and standardised file formats (especially MP3), the
recorded music industry was the first to adopt dematerialized distribution forms. Consequently, recorded
music is by far the most advanced traditional content market in terms of digital transition. IDATE
46
estimates that 76.2 % of all single tracks and album sales occurred online in the UK in 2014 .
The decline of physical sales started in the early 2000s. Between 2010 and 2014, the total volume of
physical sales dropped by 42.2%. The trend remains negative even if unauthorised consumption of online
music files has tended to decrease even further.

46

IDATE. Content Economics. July 2015.
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Figure 36:

Compared evolutions of volumes of digital music files consumed online and physical sales,
2012-2015
(Index base 100 = 2012)
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The music industry was also the first to have been massively affected by massive online piracy.
However, unauthorised practices have strongly decreased with the surge of the use of free-ad and
subscription based audio-streaming services, such as Spotify. Between 2012 and 2014, the amount of
illegally downloaded or streamed audio tracks dropped by 40.3 % while the total volume of content
consumed increased by 9.9 % to reach 3.2 billion units in 2014.
As of 2014, still 59 % of audio tracks were consumed using a Desktop/Laptop while respectively 31 %
and 10 % of files were consumed using a smartphone and a tablet.
Figure 37:

Volume of music files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2012 and 2014

Figure 38:
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Video
The video industry was initially based on the sale and rent of DVDs and Blu-ray discs. These two
segments are collapsing at different speeds. The rental market is decreasing faster due to the erosion of
its distribution tool (physical stores). Between 2010 and 2014, the number of titles sold on physical copies
dropped by 33.1 % while digital sales increased by 10.1 %, contributing to a general decline of 30.3 %. In
the meantime, rental transactions of physical copies decreased by 62.7 % according to IDATE. In 2014,
40.7 % of all titles purchased or rented were digital copies.
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Figure 39:

Compared evolutions of volumes of digital video files consumed online and physical sales,
2012-2015
(Index base 100 = 2012)
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Between 2012 and 2014, the volume of content consumed illegally decreased by 3 million units but tends
to account for a smaller part of total amount of video files watched, which improved by 232 million units
during the same period (+22.3 %).
The stronger decline of illegal uses in 2013 can be linked to the success of SVOD, and especially
that of Netflix which entered the market one year earlier. Some of the consumption practices have
been translated from illegal channels to these new low cost offerings.
The consumption of movies and TV shows still mainly occurs on personal computers (58 % of all files
consumed) but tablets are tending to gain ground (+11.5 points since 2012).
Figure 40:

Volume of video files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2012 and 2014

Figure 41:
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eBook
The eBook market is special as the use of dematerialised copy faces unconventional resistance from end
consumers. The situation is directly linked to the book as an object that can be consumed directly, without
the use of a dedicated player. Consequently, the book industry recorded a very low dematerialization rate
as only 32.6 % of book sold in the UK were digital copies in 2014. Furthermore, the decline of physical
sales in volume remains limited.
Figure 42:

Compared evolutions of volumes of digital video eBooks consumed online and physical sales,
2012-2015
(Index base 100 = 2012)
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The eBook segment is the only one where illegal uses are still progressing. One explanation lies in
the delay in the distribution of immaterial copies. According to IDATE, only 32.6 % of all books sold in
47
2014 were digital copies . Moreover, legal subscription based offerings remain weak. Between 2012 and
2014, the number of files consumed illegally climbed by 29.7 % to reach 34 million units while the number
of legally read eBooks rose by 19.3 %.
The tablet quickly imposed itself as the dedicated multimedia device for reading eBooks. As of 2014,
already 40 % of all files consumed were on a tablet computer, more than for any other kind of content.
Figure 43:

Volume of eBook files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2012 and 2014

Figure 44:
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Video Game
The video game industry traditionally evolves in cycles, corresponding to the launch and penetration of
new generations of game consoles by Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo. With the surge of online games, this
characteristic has tended become less marked. However, sales of AAA games on physical support is still
a representative but decreasing part of the market. In 2014, 43.9 % of AAA games sold were physical
copies according to IDATE.
Figure 45:

Compared evolution of volumes of digital game files consumed online and physical sales, 20122015
(Index base 100 = 2012)
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Between 2012 and 2014, the total amount of video game files consumed online by adults 12+ increased
by 13.1 % from 138 to 156 million units of which respectively 22 and 19 million were played illegally.
As of 2014, 62 % of video games were still consumed using a Desktop/Laptop and respectively 20 % and
18 % of files were consumed using a smartphone and a tablet. Games played on mobile devices are
mainly casual and social games while the personal computer remains the dedicated device for
"hard core gamers".
Figure 46:

Volume of video game files consumed legally
and illegally in the UK between 2012 and 2014

Figure 47:
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Software
The volume of software consumed has remained fairly flat over the three last years. However, the
proportion of files downloaded or accessed illegally decreased from 39.7 % to 32.0 % between 2012 and
2014.
As of 2014, 54 % of software solutions, downloaded or accessed online, were still consumed using a
Desktop/Laptop and respectively 20 % and 18 % of those were consumed using a smartphone and a
tablet.
Figure 48:

Volume of software files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2012 and 2014

Figure 49:
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5.2. Likely scenario of evolution
Based on the previous analysis, we explain below the most likely scenario of the evolution of content
consumption, for each type of content.

Music
The attractiveness of the free-ad and subscription based legal offer remains very high. The catalogues
are large and include most recent and past hits. Moreover, most online music platforms tend to be
available on any device at very affordable price, leveraging DRM-free download and standard formats.
Legal consumption is likely to continue its strong surge while unauthorised practices tend to be
exclusive to high-level infringers looking to collect a huge volume of content at once.
Table 12:

Music – scenario synthesis

Main parameters

Key findings

Antipiracy measures

Measures in place do impact the level of piracy
Active role of BPI
High level infringers can still bypass the measures
Legal solutions are quite easy to use and formats can be
played on all types of devices (standard)
No specific attractive unauthorised solutions for music
Low prices and free-ad services
Large catalogues (near-exhaustive)
Availability of recent titles and major artists under subscription
and free plans
Most services (except subscription) are DRM-free
TOTAL SCORE:

Ease of use &
accessibility
Attractiveness of legal
offerings

Competitiveness
of legal offer
Medium

High

Very High

Very High

Source: IDATE
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Video
Despite the high popularity of Netflix, and on a smaller scale, of Amazon Prime Instant Video, the
attractiveness of legal online video offerings is relative. The windowing system and the high
concentration of rights ownership contribute to the unavailability of some of the most recent block-busters.
Consumers still need to subscribe to several paying services, such as Sky, or buy or rent digital copies, to
be able to watch the most popular and recent titles.
Even considering the high level of investment in original programming of these newcomers, legal online
video offerings won't significantly gain in attractiveness, since the logic of chronological exclusivity
remains the rule.
With extensive blocking of indexes, the mass user experience for unauthorised services has
become too complex compared to the Netflix-like experience. High-level infringers will continue to
bypass the measures through international service providers of circumvention techniques to get access to
more recent content and larger content catalogues. Mass users will turn partly to social media to
consume more recent content (including live), even though the usage will be somewhat cumbersome.
Additional piracy will also come from sharing credentials.
Table 13:

Video – scenario synthesis

Main parameters
Antipiracy measures

Ease of use & accessibility

Attractiveness of legal
offerings

Key findings

Competitiveness of
legal offer
Medium
Anti-Piracy measures essentially targeting video services (on
demand and even live)
Some efficiency through blocking of indexes, but alternative
solutions for high-level infringers through VPNs and to a
lesser extent proxies
Alternative indexes and consumption through social media
Active role of MPAA
High
SVOD and rental VOD services offering more user-friendly
services than unauthorised solutions (except the emerging
ones)
Numerous technical limits on EST services, making them less
attractive for mass users
Medium
Low prices for subscription based offers
Vast catalogue but unavailability of recent titles, mostly on the
cinema segment
Recent titles only available on EST or rental VOD (which are
more expensive)
TOTAL SCORE:
High

Source: IDATE

eBook
The windowing logic applies more strictly on the eBook market than it does on the video market. A
windowing system, that didn’t exist in traditional book distribution, applies to eBooks. It settles a hierarchy
between recent titles, which are only available on online stores, and older titles available under
subscription offerings.
Consequently, subscription offerings are still rare and focus on old references. Distribution platforms
mainly use their online library to value the long tail while recent and past bestsellers, as well as a large
number of best-selling authors, are exclusively available on retail. Since no disruptive offering may
emerge in the coming years, the attractiveness of legal offerings is too low to lower illegal consumption,
despite the less user-friendly solutions in the illegal world.
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Table 14:

eBook – scenario synthesis

Main parameters
Antipiracy measures

Ease of use & accessibility

Attractiveness of legal
offerings

Key findings

Competitiveness of
legal offer
Medium
Anti-piracy measures starting to specifically target ebooks (with
blocking requested by The Publisher Association for 8
websites)
Medium
Lawful offerings are globally easier to use than unauthorised
solutions, essentially based on PDF, therefore not optimised
for e-readers or tablets
Low
Low/medium prices
Limited catalogue size for subscription services
Catalogue focuses on old references
Recent titles only available on online stores
TOTAL SCORE:
Low

Source: IDATE

Video Game
By now, the online video offer remains atomized and most offerings are incomplete. However, the social
features of most online games make them difficult to counterfeit or be accessed illegally. On the
whole, the impact of the legal offer on infringing practice is fairly neutral.
Table 15:

Video Game – scenario synthesis

Main parameters
Antipiracy measures
Ease of use & accessibility

Attractiveness of legal
offerings

Key findings

Competitiveness of
legal offer
Medium
No specific measures towards gaming taken so far
Medium
Unauthorised games are equivalent for gameplay but not for
other features like social features
Unauthorised solutions difficult to use for mass users,
especially on new devices like smartphones or tablets
Medium
Atomization of distribution channels on the distribution platform
segment
Catalogues of various size
Unequal availability of major titles
TOTAL SCORE:
Medium

Source: IDATE

Software
The proliferation of free substitutive software, the need to download or access infringing versions has
tended to make infringing practices less justifiable. The shift of usage towards tablets and smartphones,
which are more controlled, is another limiting factor for the development of piracy.
Table 16:

Software – scenario synthesis

Main parameters
Antipiracy measures
Ease of use & accessibility
Attractiveness of legal
offerings

Key findings

Competitiveness of
legal offer
Medium
No specific measures towards software taken so far
Very
High
Unauthorised solutions difficult to use for mass users,
especially on new devices like smartphones or tablets
Medium
Proliferation of free Apps
Large amount of substitutive offer
TOTAL SCORE :
Medium/High

Source: IDATE
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5.3. Prospective consumption of lawful and unauthorised content
Music
According to IDATE, the total volume of music files consumed in the UK by adults 12+ will grow at a
CAGR of 2.7 % between 2015 and 2018 to reach 3.7 billion units. At this stage, the proportion of files
consumed illegally would be less than 10 %.
Smartphones will continue to attract a larger part of online music consumption.
Figure 50:

Volume of music files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2015 and 2018

Figure 51:

Share of music consumption
per device in 2018
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Video
The number of online films and TV shows consumed, both through lawful and unauthorised channels, will
strongly increase between 2015 and 2018 (+12.9 %). At this point, the total volume of files consumed
online will have almost doubled as compared to 2012. During the same period, the proportion of illegally
viewed titles will have decreased, at a CAGR of 12.9 %.
According to IDATE, 42 % of all video viewing will occur on tablets while Smartphones will remain mainly
dedicated to the consumption of short clips.
Figure 52:

Volume of video files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2015 and 2018

Figure 53:
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eBook
According to IDATE, eBook consumption will record a limited gross of 7.4 % between 2015 and 2018 to
reach 263 units downloaded or accessed online at the end of the period. The proportion of illegally
consumed eBook will reach 17.4 % in 2018, representing 46 million units.
At this point, the great majority of eBooks consumption will occur on tablets (83 % of all eBooks read).
Figure 54 :

Volume of eBook files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2015 and 2018

Figure 55 :

Share of eBook consumption
per device in 2018
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Video Game
The total amount of video game downloaded or accessed online will increase at a CAGR of 4.4 %
between 2015 and 2018. Despite a low level of anti-piracy measure and an atomized distribution market,
the proportion of files consumed illegally will stay the lowest of all content categories at 7.8 % in 2018.
In 2018, distribution of the consumption of video games among the three types of devices will be quite
balanced. Desktop and Laptop will still be the main gaming platforms (39 %) but tablets and smartphones
will respectively support 35 % and 26 % of all files used.
Figure 56:

Volume of game files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2015 and 2018

Figure 57:
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Software
Computer software consumption will resume growth, increasing from 148 to 160 million units downloaded
or accessed online between 2015 and 2018. The proportion of illegally consumed software solutions will
remain remarkably high, at 76% in 2018.
As of 2018, 41 % of software solutions, downloaded or accessed online, will be consumed using a
Desktop/Laptop while respectively 37 % and 22 % of these will be downloaded or accessed using a
smartphone and a tablet.
Figure 58:

Volume of software files consumed legally and
illegally in the UK between 2015 and 2018

Figure 59:
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5.4. Breakdown of illegally consumed files per unauthorised channel
As anti-piracy measures primarily target P2P based distribution channels, the total amount of files
consumed through this distribution channel logically recorded the strongest decline. But there are
other effects like more user-friendly interfaces from streaming (both lawful and unauthorised). Between
2012 and 2014, the number of content files consumed using P2P protocols decreased by 17.5 %. This
trend is likely to carry on over the next years.
Cyberlockers are mainly used by high volume infringers. Between 2012 and 2014, the amount of
content files consumed illegally by UK adults 12+ decreased by 30.7 %. According to IDATE, the number
of files downloaded using cyberlockers will drop from 183 to 139 million units during the four next years
(CAGR of -8.7 %).
Illegal streaming stands out because of the ease of use of this type of service, which can almost
be compared to legal streaming sites. Among the three main unauthorised channels, it is likely to be
the one that will record the most moderate decline over the next years. According to IDATE, the number
of files illegally streamed will decrease at a CAGR of only 4.0 % between 2015 and 2018.
According to the projections, the total number of files downloaded, streamed or accessed online illegally
should decrease at a CAGR of 9.6 % from 2015 to 2018.
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Figure 60:

Evolution of the illegal consumption of content files through unauthorised channels, 2012-2018
(Million files consumed illegally)
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6. Glossary
API
BGP
BPI
CPE
cyberlocker
DDL
DMCA
DNS
DPI
DRL
DRM
DVR
EST
freemium
FTA
FTP
FVOD
GGSN
GPL
IM
ISP
LAN
MPAA
NAT
OS
OSI model
OTT
P2P
PCRF
POP3
PRS
QoE
QoS
SSL
SVOD
TCP
UDP
VOD
VoIP
VPN

Application programming Interface
Border Gateway Protocol
British Phonographic Industry
Customer-premises equipment
Internet hosting service providing direct download solutions
Direct Download
Defence Contract Management Agency
Domain Name System
Deep Packet Inspection
Digital Rights Locker
Digital Rights Management
Digital Video Recorder
Electronic sell-through
Basic services are free but payment required to access premium services
Free to Air
File Transfer Protocol
Free Video on Demand
Gateway GPRS Support Node
General Public License
Instant Messaging
Internet Service Provider
Local Area Network
Motion Picture Association of America
Network Address Translation
Operating System
Open Systems Interconnection model
Over the Top
Peer to Peer
Policy and Charging Rules Function
Post Office Protocol 3
Premium Rate Service
Quality of Experience
Quality of Service
Secure Sockets Layer
Subscription Video on Demand
Transmission Control Protocol
User Datagram Protocol
Video on Demand
Voice over IP
Virtual Private Network
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